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ABSTRACT
There are several statistical tests for evaluating
the randomness of a set of numbers. however, no
one test can be considered entirely sufficient.
Therefore, the purpose of this work was to combine
the most informative of these tests to produce a
computer package for the testing of random numbers.
Four random number generating functions were
investigated using this package. They were found
to yield very good, good, poor and bad random number
sequences respectively. hence, as no single test
could give such an exact differentiation between the
generators, this package is a more effective method
for testing the randomness of a set of numbers.
CHAPTER I■ INTRODUCTION
The interest in random numbers has increased considerably in recent
years. This can be attributed to the advent of electronic computing
devices and the number of problems in which they can be used.
There are a great variety of applications for random numbers. One
of the most important is in the simulation of natural phenomena which is
used in nuclear physics, queuing theory, traffic control, organisation
of telephone systems and many others (J. Hammersley and D. Handscomb,
J. Todd and 0. Taussky). Another use concerns the subject of sampling
where it is often better to consider every case in the particular
population but frequently this is impractical due to time and cost.
Hence the cases to be selected are picked at random. Random numbers
are also of importance in solving numerical problems and in examining
the effectiveness of algorithms and hypotheses.
In most of these applications,large samples are frequently required.
As a result, there is the difficulty of obtaining a large set of random
numbers quickly and easily. Many different methods have been proposed
and used. These methods fall into two categories, the first of which
involves the production of true random numbers and the second, the
production of what are commonly called pseudo-random numbers. The first
group concerns manual and physical methods such as the tossing of a dice
for random numbers, electronic pulses, and the use of a table of random
numbers. Pseudo-random numbers are deterministic and, therefore, are
not in fact truly random. Usually each one is calculated, according
to predefined rules, from the previous one. Pseudo-random numbers are
mainly used in computing because, firstly, manual methods are time
consuming and invariably, due to storing of tables of numbers, take up
too much space, and secondly, physical methods are often not reproducible.
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If pseudo-random numbers are used instead of true random numbers, then
they must appear to be random and have the following characteristics:
short and easy generating sequences, long periods, reproducibility and
statistical acceptability. Even today, with modern techniques, it is
desirable to have easy and shorn generating sequences because the work
load on computers is for ever increasing. Long periods are essential
for most problems otherwise the sequence will start repeating after a
short time. This will bring in a bias and the numbers will not be
random. The advantages of reproducing a sequence of numbers are in
using the same data for comparisons and retesting in different ways.
This thesis is concerned with the statistical acceptability of
pseudo-random numbers. No sufficient conditions exist which can be
used to approve a pseudo-random number generator, since a statistical
test can always be found which will not be satisfied by the generator.
Pseudo-random numbers can still be used if they pass such statistical
tests as are relevant to the problem under consideration, As a result,
there are no set rules for the approval of a generator and the requirements
change from problem to problem. Thus, in theory, one should apply a
whole set of statistical tests (relevant to the application) on the
generator to be used, and this should show its acceptability for the
particular problem. However, in practice most generators have a general
use as standard routines, therefore, they have to pass a number of
standard tests. Empirical tests are applied to the numbers produced
by a generator, whereas theoretical tests are applied to the actual
generating function. The work reported here is the development of a
system of computer subroutines for the empirical standard tests most
frequently used In the statistical analysis of the randomness of a set
of numbers. The system has been designed for workers of all disciplines
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and made easy so that new procedures may be added. Every care has been
taken to avoid fixing limitations, so that the system can be employed
over as wide a range of problems as possible. However, a few concessions
have had to be made in order to keep within the boundaries of the storage
facilities of the computer. It is hoped that these will not restrict
the laser in the implementation of this package .
( A.B. Forsythe )
CHAPTER II. STATISTICAL THEORY
The set of empirical tests considered in this work fall primarily
into two groups. The first one concerns those tests which use the
Chi-squared, x2, distribution as a means of comparison. The second
group contains those tests which use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, KS, test
for comparing the difference between the empirical and theoretical
distributions of a set of numbers. It is assumed that each empirical
test is applied to a sequence of real numbers which are uniformly
distributed between zero and one. Some tests are designed more for
integer-valued sequences. Therefore, the numbers are multiplied by a
base, say D, which can vary, and the integer parts are then taken.
The Chi-squared Test
For the x2 test, it is assumed that there are n independent
observations and that each observation falls into one of K classes.
If p^ is the probability that each observation falls into class i, and
x^ is the number of observations that fall into class i? then the
statistic, V , where
(x. - np.)2
V = i- }
l<i<k npi
is called the "chi-square" statistic. This is the most important
chi-squared statistic and is the sum of the squares of the differences
between the observed values and the expected values in each class divided
by a weighting factor, the expected frequency.
x.2 + n2p.2 - 2np.x.
v = J{_i i
l<i<k npi
x.2 + n Ep. - 2 Ex.











This is a better form of the x2 statistic which is easier for computation.
Theoretical values may be obtained from the x2 distribution. These values
vary according to the number of degrees of freedom. The degrees of
freedom are the number of independent variables which in this case is
one less than the number of categories, (k-l), as
Thus the probability, P, that a random variable, distributed according
to the x2 distribution and with the same number of degrees of freedom,
(k-l), as V, is less than or equal to V can be calculated.
When V is either very small or very large in comparison with the
theoretical value, it has to be viewed with suspicion as to having a
significant departure from random behaviour. Usually if P > 0.99 or
<0.01, the numbers are considered not sufficiently random and are
rejected. If 0.95 < P 0.99 or 0.01 <_ P < 0.05 the numbers are suspect
of not being random. When P is between 0.90 and 0.95 or 0,05 and 0.1,
the numbers are considered to be slightly suspect of not being random.
Otherwise the numbers are considered to be sufficiently random.
The actual calculation of theoretical x2 values is difficult.
Therefore, in most cases, approximations must be used which are only
valid if n is large. As n becomes larger, a bias in the numbers to
xi + x2 + + xk = n
thus, X! = n - x2 - x3 xk
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be tested would be detected but local non-random behaviour would probably
be smoothed out. Thus, several tests should be made for different
values of n. In the majority of cases a sufficient guide to the value
of n required is that it should be large enough so that the expected
frequencies are greater than, or equal to five. This rule is followed
for the choice of n in the subsequent tests unless otherwise stated.
(M. Fisz, B.W, Lindgren)
The Frequency Test
This test discerns whether the numbers are uniformly distributed
with an acceptable probability. The number span, D, is divided into
equal non-overlapping intervals. A tally is taken of the quantity of
numbers in each interval over n observations and then the x2 test is
applied. If there are y intervals then the number of degrees of freedom




The serial test is an extension of the frequency test. It
investigates whether or not pairs of successive numbers are independently
and uniformly distributed. The occurrences for every pair of numbers
is counted over n pairs of observations and the x2 test applied, The
number of categories is D2 and the probability of a pair of numbers being
1
m a particular category is —2« This test can be generalised to test
triples, quadruples, etcetera as well as pairs of numbers but for these
cases D must be made smaller to reduce the number of intervals to a
manageable size. In practice, triples, etcetera should be investigated
using other tests such as the poker, maximum or sum tests. (I.J. Good)
The Poker Test
This test considers n groups of k successive integers and a count
is kept of the number of distinct values in each set of k numbers. A
distinct value of r signifies that in a group of k numbers, then,
regardless of order, there are r different numbers. For example when
k=5 there are five categories and a group of five numbers must belong














three the same and the remaining
two different
two pairs and the remaining
one different
one pair and three the same
four the same
alb the same
The probability of a group of k numbers having r different is
_ d(d-l) .... (d-r+l) ^-kj
K O
where {^} are Stirling^ numbers of the second kind-. The x test can be
applied using the above probabilities and the number of degrees of
freedom is one less than the number of different categories. That is










Thus the number of degrees of freedom is 3=
8
Generally, because the probabilities are low when r=l or 2 a few
categories of low probability are combined before the x2 test is applied.
(D.E. Knuth, Vol. 1, 1968; M. Abramowitz and I.A. Stegun)
The Runs Test
A run of length r is either a monotone increasing sequence or a
monotone decreasing sequence of numbers. Thus a run up of length r is
defined as
.X. > X. < < X. < X., > X. , ,
i i+l i+r-1 l+r i+r+1
and a run down of length r is defined as
x. < x.,n > x. ^ > > x.. n > x." < x-.
l l+l i+2 i+r-1 l+r i+r+1
Since adjacent runs are not independent, a simple x2 test cannot be
applied. If the statistic V, where
V = - T {COUNT ( i) - nb.HCOUNT(j) -nb.}a..
n
l<i,j<6 1 J
is calculated, it can be used for calculations in the x2 test for n runs
up or down with six degree of freedom. The mean values of the runs of
exactly length r, where r is less than or equal to six, are the b.
J
coefficients which can be calculated comparatively easily. Calculation
of the coefficients, a^^, is more difficult and was effected using the
inverted covariance matrix of the number of runs of exactly length r.
Thus, an approximation for the a^j's has been calculated on the
assumption that n is large, that is greater than or equal to it ,000
and the coefficients used are given below.
a^. and b^ are coefficients, constant for a particular value of n .
~~\529.k 90I+I+.9 13568 18091 22615 27892
90kh.9 18097 27139 36187 1+5231+ 55789
13568 27139 1+0721 51+281 67852 83685
18091 36187 51+281 72411+ 901+70 111580
22615 I+523I+ 67852 901+70 113262 1391+76
27892 55789 83685 111580 1391+76 172860
Each time there is a run of length i one is added to COUNT(i), but if
i>T, where T is the maximum length of a run, then one is added to
COUNT(T). In this particular test, the statistic and coefficients have
been calculated for T=6. (D.E. Knuth, Vol. 2, 1969)
The Gap Tests
There are two kinds of gap test, the former being applied to real
numbers and the latter to digits.
In the first test, if a and b are two real numbers with
o <_ a < b <_ 1
Then, if
x., x. n , .... x.. are not between a and b
J J+l j+r-1
but xj+r ' "^is sequence of numbers is considered to be a gap
of length r. Whenever a gap of length i is found one is added to
COUNT(i) but if i>t, where t is the maximum length of a gap, then one
is added to COUNT(t). The values of t and n, where n is the number of
gaps to be found, are chosen so that each COUNT(i) is expected to be five
or more.
If P = prob{a_^_X£<b}
then pQ = prob{run of length 0} = p
Pl = prob{run of length 1} = (l-p)p
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p2 = prob{run of length 2} = (l-p) p
10
t-1
= prob{run of length t-1} = (l-p)
® "t
p. = prob{runs of length _>t} = l-p-p(l-p)-p(1-p) -...-p(l-p)x>
= (l-p)t
Therefore with the above probabilities, the x2 test is performed, with t
degrees of freedom. When a=0 and b=0.5, the test is usually called
"runs below the mean" and similarly, when a=0.5 and b=i.O the test is
known as "runs above the mean".
In the second test, a gap is defined as the distance to the next
occurrence of a particular digit. Thus the probability of a gap of length
r is
l,r-l 1 . 0
Pr - "fi ~ j-,} p r-1,2........ .
where D is the base of the number system or number span to be tested.
Thus for this distribution the
00
v (n l\r-l 1






- D2variance = l,r-l 1
DI 'Mi - ±)
r=l
= D(D-l)
The length of each gap of a particular digit is noted and the mean (x)
and the variance (s2) are calculated. If the number (n) of gaps is
large, that is greater than fifty, and the numbers are random, then
by the laws of probability, the mean and the variance have the following
distributions.
D(B-l)
x A N(D, x;)
n
s2 a N(BZ1 D(D-1), 2^n"1^ D2(D-1)2)
n2
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Thus, for the mean and variance of the sample not to differ significantly












where a = level of significance.
If z n N(0,1) then
prob{izI < t } = 1-a1 1 — a
t may be chosen for a one or two sided significance test (ML Fisz) from
the tables for the normal distribution function.
These inequalities imply that the confidence limits for x and s2 are
D - t A)(D-l) < x < D + t A)(D-l)
a — — a
n n
and
Rn-l) - /2(n-l) t ! D(D-l) < n s2 < i(n-l) + /2(n-l) t j D(D-l)L ou — — Oj
The mean and the variance of the length of gaps should be calculated and
tested for each digit. (F. Gruenberger and G, Jaffrey, B. Jansson 1966)
D2 Test
This test considers the distribution of numbers over the unit
square. It is assumed that the numbers lie between nought and one.
Four consecutive numbers are taken as the coordinates of two points in
the unit square. Then the square of the distance (d2) between the two
points ((xj, yj), (x2, y2)) is calculated.
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d2 = (xj - x2)2 + (yi - y2)2
If the numbers are rectangularly distributed, then the distribution
function of d2 is as follows:
prob{d2 < B2} = ttB2 - 8§3 + B" f°r B" "
= -| + (tt-2)B2' + MB2-1)S + -| (B2-l)3//2
- ^ - 1+B2sec ^B for B2 1.0
(B. Wilson)
The n results for d2 are tabulated into twenty classes, 0.0 up to but
not including 0.1, 0.1 to 0.2, 1.9 to 2.0. Then a x2 test
is performed with these results, the above probabilities and 19 degrees
of freedom. (F. Gruenberger and G. Jaffrey)
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS)
Some random quantities can take an infinite number of values. When
this occurs, the numbers are said to form a continuous function, say X,
The distribution function of X is
F(x) = prob{X < x}
The empirical distribution function, Fn(x), of X is found from n
independent observations Xj, X2, ..... ,X as follows:
,, i \ number of X , X , ,X < xFn(x) = 12 n
n
Thus, as n gets larger, Fn(x) should be a better approximation to F(x).
The KS test is used when F(x) is continuous and it is based on the
numerical difference between F(x) and Fn(x). A bad random number generator
will give an empirical distribution function which is not sufficiently
close to F(x). To measure the proximity of Fn(x) to F(x), the statistics
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kn+ and kn should he calculated, where
kn = maximum deviation between Fn(x) and F(x) when Fn(x) > F(x)
= /n max (Fn(x) - F(x)}
—oo<x<<»
kn = maximum deviation between Fn(x) and F(x) when Fn(x) < F(x)
= /n max {F(x) - Fn(x)}
—oo<x<°°
The probability of having a larger value of kn+ and of kn can either
be calculated or looked up in a percentile table. The bounds of
acceptability for the probabilities are the same as for the x2 test,
o o o o o 4*
Therefore, if the probability is too high or too low for either kn or
kn then the numbers are not considered to be sufficiently random.
The value of n should not be too high because local non-random
behaviour could be smoothed out, but, on the other hand, it should
not be too low as then, there would not be sufficient information. A
reasonable value of n would appear to be in the region of 1,000.
+ — O
If several calculations of kn and kn are made on different parts
of the random sequence, then a KS test can again be applied to these
numbers. This gives a better idea of the behaviour of the original
numbers, and any local non-random behaviour is not smoothed out.
Similarly a KS test can be applied after a x2 test. If several x2
values have been calculated the KS test can be used to compare these
values with the actual x2 distribution function, (W, Feller)
Maximum Test
This test considers the distribution of the maximum of t numbers.
Hence the







since the X^'s are independent and uniformly distributed. Thus t
consecutive numbers are taken and the maximum, U,, is found. This
1
is repeated n times to give U0, Uj, , U . The KS test is
now applied to compare the empirical distribution function of U0,
with the following theoretical distribution function,
F(x) = xC
Minimum Test
Similarly, the minimum test considers the distribution of the
minimum, , of t numbers. Therefore using the same procedure as
above
prob{min(X1, X2, <>... , X. ) < x} = 1 - prob{min(Xj, X2, ,,, , X )"C x-
_> x}
= 1 - prob{X1>x, X2>x, o., X >_x}
= 1 - (1 - x )t
Thus, in this case the KS test is applied to the empirical distribution
function of V0, Vls , V ty comparing it with the distribution
function given below:
Sum Test
F(x) = 1 - (l - x)
This test considers the distribution of the sum of t numbers,
Because the numbers are assumed to be uniformly distributed, their





If Ni, N2, are independent and uniform distributed variables over
the interval (0,1), then the sum, + N is confined to
the interval (0,t). Therefore, let (x) denote the probability density
function of Ni + . .... + N , then by probability theory
fi+l ^ = J dt
x













- 3(x-l)2 + 3(x-2)2] 2<x<3
CO fj_(x) - (i_x) i X1"1 -(J) (x-1)1"1 + (g) (x-2)1-1
The summation continues so long as the arguments x, x-1, x-2, 0® 0 0 0 0
1 1
are positive. The mean and variance of this distribution are ^ ant^ ~2
respectively. Thus the density function of the standardised sum is
12 fi ^2 + X/l2^







Therefore the sum of t numbers is calculated and this is repeated n times
to give U0, Ux, U ,. Then the KS test is applied which comparesn-i
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the empirical distribution function of Uq , Uj, , , Un_^ with the
theoretical distribution function calculated from the above density
function. The theoretical distribution varies according to the value
of to For low values of t (<_5)> the compound uniform distribution, pLj ,
should be used,but for the remaining values of t,the normal distribution
is an adequate approximation and can be used. (D.Y. Downham and F. Roberts)
Some tests may appear to be more sensitive than others. The runs
test seems to be the most sensitive, whereas the frequency and serial
tests the least since they are satisfied by most generators. This does
not imply that only the runs test should be applied since it does not
test all the aspects of a sequence of numbers. Hence the package has
been written to include all the previously mentioned tests.
(B. Jansson 1966, K.D. Tocher, A. Van Gelder, M.D. MacLaren and G. Marsaglia,
S, Gorenstein)
CHAPTER III, GENERAL APPROACH OF THE PACKAGE
The tests mentioned in the previous chapter were all written in
the form of subroutines which are called from the main program. They
were divided into groups and, when working satisfactorily, these
subroutines were stored in a library on disc. An overlay system was
then implemented which is described later, in Chapter four.
The numbers to be tested are read by default from an unformatted
sequential file, but if required, the data can be read either under
format control or obtained from a user supplied generator. If the
user wishes to read the numbers under format, then this is done either
by supplying the user's own format or using the format provided by
the system. In most cases when a generator is used to produce numbers
a starting value is required. Thus the facility to read in a starting
value is available. In Chapter 5,a user is shown how to invoke these
options, whereas in Chapter U, the methods of Implementation are described.
To use the KS test, the empirical distribution has to be compared
with a theoretical distribution, thus,there is the facility for the user
to provide his own distribution function. Also,the data control parameters
may be read under a different format than that provided by the system.
This facility is employed by supplying a user's format according to the
rules given in Chapter 5. The way in which these options are implemented
is described in Chapter 1+ along with the method used to enlarge the
package by adding more tests.
CHAPTER IV. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
This chapter is split into three interrelated sections. It is
intended to explain the main theory behind the programming of this
package with the aid of the subroutines listed at the end of the
thesis in Appendix 1.
The first section is concerned with the overlay system and deals
with the setting up of the package. The second section concerns the
subroutines themselves and includes how they are stored, how new ones
are added together with some of their Interesting features. The
remaining section deals with the way in which various options have
been made available to the user. In all sections the job control
language is for an IBM 360/hb computer running under the kkPS system.
For a different computer or system the job control statements would
have to be changed according to the appropriate rules.
Overlay System
The main reason that an overlay system is used here Is to save
on space in the problem program area In main core store. All programs
to be executed under .system control must first be processed by the
linkage editor. The linkage editor program converts assembler and
compiler output modules into a form of one or more phases which are
suitable for loading and execution. A phase is that portion of a program
which can be loaded into main storage by a single LOAD call. The size
and the particular subprograms of a phase are specified by the programmer
with linkage editing control statements (diagram l), A program may
use several phases, the only limition being the size of the problem
program area. Hence, in this way the maximum size of a phase is fixed.
The phases are stored in the phase library on SDSABS by using the KEEP
option in the RLNKEDT statement (diagram 3),
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For this package a root phase overlay system is used. One of the
phases is designated the root phase and this remains in the problem
program area throughout the execution of the whole program (diagram 2),
The other phases, that is the subordinate phases, are loaded into the
problem program area when they are needed.
DIAGRAM 1
The following example illustrates the various linkage editing control



















are the phase names which can be up to eight alphameric
characters in length with the first one being alphabetic<
PAR =
ROOT specifies the origin of the root phase,
* sets the origin of the subordinate phase to the
first location following the most recently processed
phase.
'phasename' sets the origin of the current phase equal to the






















Therefore a subordinate phase may overlay a previously loaded subordinate
phase but, in general, it must not overlay the root phase.
The loading of phases is controlled by the main or calling program
which is effected by the statement
CALL LOAD ('phasename')
However, control returns to the next statement in the main or calling
program. Once a phase has been loaded, any subprogram within that















































































The linkage editing control statements used in setting up the
overlay system of this package are illustrated in diagram 3. The
form of the overlay system is shown in diagram NOAUTO is specified
in the RLNKEDT statement. This causes automatic searching of the
module library of names matching unresolved external references for
the entire linkage editing job to be suppressed. For example, when a
subprogram calls another subprogram, the module library is automatically
searched for this called subprogram or external reference. The external
references may be library or system subprograms, or subprograms
provided by the user. When NOAUTO is specified,all external references
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must be included in the linkage editors control statements. Therefore,
the library subprograms FIOCS, USEROPT, SQR'T etcetera have been
included in the linkage editing control statements which are shown
in diagram 3 for this package. SYS002 is specified in the RLWEDT
statement to inform the linkage editor on which unit the user supplied
subprograms have been stored.
For further information on overlay systems refer to
IBM C28 - 6812
IBM C28 - 6813
Subroutines
The main program, which handles the loading of phases, formats,
data etcetera together with all the user's subroutines requested in
this package^are stored in a library on disc. Space was obtained by






These statements create a library, called APLIB, on disc, SAU5VI, through
the disc drive, 191, with 350 blocks of storage and 30 entries into the
directorial set. The LABEL statement specifies, firstly, that the block
length is 360 bytes, secondly, when this data set may be deleted and
finally, the size of a logical record.
To add a new member into the library, for example a subroutine
called TEST, the following statements are used
2b
//'jobname' JOB, 'user's name' 'time of job'





To delete the library or a subroutine from the library the following
statements should be used
// JOB, DELETE




To condense or investigate the contents of the library, the card
// DELETE




respectively. Thus a new subroutine may be added to the library at any
time, the only restriction being that there is enough space and there
are sufficient directorial entries. If either of these restrictions is
found to be violated, the library may be deleted and then recreated with
a larger number of blocks or directorial entries or both. This is
implemented by increasing the appropriate parameters in the ALLOC
statement.
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Since this is an overlay system with more than one phase, then if
any subroutines are changed or added into the library,the pointers for
the phasing will probably be incorrect. Therefore,the whole program has
to be relinkage edited with the changes. If any new subroutines are to
be included in the library, extra linkage editing control statements
must also be added before the linkage editing takes place. These
control statements show how the phasing of the new subroutines is
effected and include any additional library subprograms used.
At the moment, there are ten statistical tests. When a new test,
which may include several subroutines, is to be added it must be stored
in the library APLIB. Also,,various statements must be changed in the
main program (subroutine APMAIN) and several extra ones included. In
Program 1, line 39 is
16 GO T0(20,30,1+0,50,60,70,80,90,92,9*0 ,K
where K is the code given to a test. This statement branches to the
statement with label in position K within the brackets. That is, if
K=3 the control is passed to statement 1+0. Any extra tests should be
coded as eleven onwards and line 39 becomes
16 GO T0(20,30,1+0,50,60,70,80,90,92,9l+,IX,IY,. . . ) ,K
The statements labelled IX,IY,... should be inserted before the statement
labelled 180 as follows
IX IF(FLAG.EQ.'phasenumber')G0 TO IX+5
CALL LOAD ('phasename') This loads the phase required
for the test that has been requested.
IX+5 FLAG = 'phasenumber'




where IX is any integer, for numbering statements, which must be greater
than 95 but not equal to either 180 or 190.




If any more phases are to be added,then their flag numbers must be
greater than three. A test is in a particular phase, thus if the FLAG
is equal to that phasenumber, then the phase is already loaded into
store. Otherwise the phase still has to be loaded and once that has
been accomplished, the FLAG is set to that phasenumber. Thus the FLAG
shows which phase is in store.
To apply the KS test, a statistical test calls the subroutine
K0LM0. This subroutine was initially an IBM scientifc subroutine, but
it has been adapted for use in this package. K0LM0 compares an
empirical distribution with a theoretical distribution by using the
respective distribution functions. The theoretical distribution functions





Distribution for the maximum of t uniform random numbers
Distribution for the minimum of t uniform random numbers
Distribution for the sum of 2 uniform random numbers
Distribution for the sum of 3 uniform random numbers
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Distribution for the sum of 1+ uniform random numbers
Distribution for the sum of 5 uniform random numbers
Distribution for the sum of 6 uniform random numbers
User supplied
The same procedure for relinkage editing, when adding more theoretical
distributions,is followed as before. This will put the subroutines in
the package permanently. The statements that must be altered and added
for the additional subroutines are as follows
In Program 3 line 181+ is
GO T0(30,32,36,38,1+2,1+1+,1+6,1+8) ,ISIN
where ISIN is the index for the particular subroutine requested in a test.
Any new subroutines must be indexed by 9-0 onwards and line 181+ becomes
GO TO( 30,32,36,38,1+2 ,1+1+, 1+6,1+8,IW,IZ,. . . ) ,ISIN









The number of statements depends on the number of subroutines to be added.
The USER subroutine is a dummy subroutine to enable the user to supply
his own subroutine, which is described in a later section under USER
step. Then, if a user wishes to apply a test in this package to a set
of numbers, in most cases, only two data cards have to be supplied per
test. The first card is used for changing the system's formats for
reading. The second card contains the parameters for the test which is
to be applied. These are: the number of trials, how the numbers are
obtained, etcetera and are described in the next chapter. If the user
wishes to obtain his numbers from a generator, a third card may be added
which will provide an integer starting value for the sequence. However,
the numbers may be read from cards and these must then be included after
the second data card. If the format provided by the system is not
adequate, the user may supply an appropriate one. By default the
numbers to be tested are read from an unformatted file on disc, with
82 numbers per record.
APMAIN (Program l)
APMAIN reads the first card and selects the format to read the
next card. Having read the latter card,it uses these parameters to
load the correct phase into store and then calls the requested test.
Control is always passed back to APMAIN at the end of a test after which
the next set of cards for the succeeding test are read.
Subroutine Poker (Program 9)
In applying the POKER test, M numbers are considered at one time.
These will be obtained from the subroutine, DATA1, and stored in an
array, A, of dimension, M, This array of numbers is then sorted into
descending order using a temporary array.
A( 1) _> A(2) > ..... >_ A(M-l) > A(M)
To ascertain how many different numbers are present in this group, A(M)
is compared with A(M-l). If they are not equal then there must be at
least two different numbers in this group.
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Otherwise they are equal as
A(M) <_ A(M-l)
This procedure is repeated until A(l) is compared with A(2) and a count
is kept for the total of different numbers, say r. Then one is added
to COUNT(r) and another M numbers are considered. The above process is
repeated the required number of times (N). The x2 statistic is then
calculated in the usual way with the probabilities as given in
Chapter 2, These probabilities are calculated using the subroutine
APSN to obtain Stirling's numbers for the value M. The subroutine CDTR,
which is an IBM scientific subroutine used for calculating the probability
of a worse value of the x2 statistic, is then called. Using this
probability, the randomness of the numbers which have been tested may
be deduced. The subroutine APTR does this automatically according to
the rules given in Chapter 2 for the x2 statistic.
Subroutine FREQ (Program 7)
In the subroutine, FREQ, used to apply the frequency test, one
number, which is obtained from the subroutine DATA1, is considered
at a time. A count is kept of the number of occurrences of each
integer over, say n observations. The x2 statistic is then calculated
with the probabilities as given in Chapter 2. Then the subroutine
CDTR is called for calculating the probabilities of a worse value of the
X2 statistic. The same procedure is followed as for the poker test.
Subroutine SERIAL (Program 8)
The subroutine SERIAL, used in applying the serial test, is
similar to the subroutine FREQ, The main difference is that the























of occurrences of each pair of integers and the same procedure is
followed as before.
Subroutine MAX (Program lV)
When using the subroutine KOLMO, an array of numbers is passed to
it for comparison with a given distribution function. Therefore,for
the maximum test, if T numbers are required in each trial the first
of these numbers is assumed to be the maximum and it is put into an
element of an array, V, say V(l), A second number, U, is obtained and
is compared with V(l). If U is greater than V(l) then V(l) is assigned
the value of U, otherwise V(l) remains unchanged. This process is
repeated until all the remaining (T-2) numbers have been compared with
V(l) and thus the maximum value of the T numbers is in V(l). Other
sets of T numbers are considered until the value of V(N), where N is
the number of trials in the test, is found. The subroutine KOLMO is
then called to compare the empirical and theoretical distributions for
the array V using the KS test. The subroutine KOLMO calculates the
probability of a statistic, which has the given theoretical distribution,
of having a larger value than the largest value of the difference
between the empirical and theoretical distribution function. Thus,
using this probability, the randomness of the numbers tested can be
deduced. The subroutine APTR does this automatically according to the
rules given in Chapter 2 on the KS test.
The subroutine MEN, for applying the minimum test, and the
subroutine SUM, for applying the sum test, are similar in application
to that of the maximum test. The differences can be easily seen
































Subroutine DSQUR (Program 12)
The D2 test deals with two pairs of numbers at each trial- These
numbers are considered to be the coordinates of two points in the unit
square and thus the squared distance, D2, between them is calculated for
each trial. Every value of D2 can fall into one of the twenty catergories,
0.0 to 0.1 up to 1.9 to 2.0. Thus, a count is kept for the number of times
a value of D2 falls into each category. The x2 statistic is then
calculated in the usual way with the probabilities as given in Chapter 2=
The same procedure is then followed as for the poker test.
Subroutine RUNS (Program 11)
When applying the runs test, each number is compared with the
previous one until a run occurs according to the definition given in
Chapter 2. A count is kept of the number of occurrences of each run
length, say r, where r can vary from one up to and including six. If
any run is of length greater than six, one is added to the count for
runs of length six. A slightly different x2 statistic is used and this
statistic and the corresponding probabilities required are also given
in Chapter 2. Once the x2 statistic is calculated the procedure is the
same as that for the poker test.
Sub routin e GAP (Program 10)
In applying the gap test,a gap is calculated according to the
rules given in Chapter 2. When a gap of length R is found the COUNT(R)
is increased by one. If any gap is of length greater than T, where T
is the maximum length of a gap, then the counter for the gap of length
T is increased by one. The x2 statistic is calculated and the remainder
of the subroutine GAP is similar to that of the subroutine POKER. Again



































Subroutine GAPRD (Program 13)
The subroutine GAPRD calculates the gap lengths for each digit
according to the rules given in Chapter 2 for the gap test for random
digits, An array is kept which contains the position at which each
digit last occurred. An occurrence of a number must end a gap for that
number. Thus, when a digit occurs the position is noted and the
gap length from whence it last occurred can be calculated. An
accumulating sum and a sum of squares are kept for the gap lengths of each
digit. Every occurring gap length is added appropriately into the
accumulating totals for that particular digit and the counters are
adjusted accordingly. Thus, for each digit, it is relatively easy to
perform significance tests on the variance and the mean of these gap
lengths according to the rules given in Chapter 2.
Subroutine AP26l (Program IT)
This subroutine provides the distribution function for the
maximum of U uniform random numbers. Thus,it calculates the probability,
Y, of a variable V, with distribution function
F(V) = VU
being less than X.
That is
Y = prob{V < X} = XU
This theoretical distribution function is used for comparison in the
maximum test and U is the total of numbers in each trial.
Subroutine AP262 (Program 18)
This subroutine provides the distribution function for the minimum
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a variable V, with distribution function
F(V) - 1 - (1-V)U
being less than X.
That is
Y o prob{V < X} w 1 - (1-X)U
This theoretical distribution function is used for comparison in the
minimum test and u is the total of numbers in each trial. The
remaining subroutines AP263, AP26U, ....,AP26T are similar to the above
two subroutines except they are used for comparison in the sum test.
Thus5using the formulae given ip Chapter 2, these subroutines provide
the distribution functions that are given below.
Subroutine AP263 (Program 19)





Subroutine AP26k (Program 20)




|(|3 - (X-l)3) l<x<2
|(|3 - (X-l)3 + (X-2)3) 2<x<3
Subroutine AP265 (Program 21)












- (x-l)4 + | (X-2)11) 2<X<3
- (X-l)4 +| (X-2)4 - (X-3)4) 3<x<U
Subroutine AP266 (Program 22)





- (K-l)5 + 2(X-2) 5)
1 /X





|u(| - (X-l)5 + 2(X-2)5 - 2(X-3)5 + (X-U)5) U<x<5
Subroutine AP267 (Program 23)





120 (f - (X-l)6)
y|q(|6 - (X-l)6 + | (X-2)6)
^|q(|6 - (X-l)6 + | (X-2)6 - (X-3)6)






^(|6 - (X-l)6 + | (X-2)6 - (X-3)6 + | (X-U)6 - (X-5)6) 5<x<6
1+2
Subroutine GETFMI (Program 29)
Subroutine GETFMT compare^ an input and a blank array. Should
they agree, then the input arr^y is also blank, and another array is
returned with the standard format. The standard format used depends
on the value of the parameter SWITCH, Program 29, and the formats
available are given in Chapter 5 tinder the section called DATA.
Otherwise a further array is returned with the input format which is
assumed to be correct. The dimension of the input array is eight.
Therefore, as the format is read under Al+ format, the maximum number of
characters in the format is thirty-two. This includes any brackets and
all format symbols. Thus,it is undesirable to have blanks in the format
statement since they are counted as characters.
Subroutines DATA1 and DATA2 (Programs 27 and 28)
Depending on the data control parameters, subroutine DATA1 and
DATA2 obtain numbers to be tested from a file on unit 3» from cards or
from a user supplied generator. In the first two cases a check is
made to see if this is the first data call from this test. Should this
be true, the numbers are read from the file or cards into any array, one
record or card at a time. Each record must contain 82 unformatted numbers.
On the other hand, the cards have no fixed amount of numbers so long as
they do not vary in content within a test, Counters are kept as to how
many numbers in a record or card have been used and as to whether a new
record or card must be read in. Evey kth number can be used by
increasing the appropriate counter by K, AA(U), instead of one. Finally
if the numbers are to be produced by a generator, a READ subroutine is
called. This subroutine will be supplied by the user and the method
and rules to fpllow are described at the end of this chapter and in
Chapter 5 under Read step.
>+3
Subroutine APSN (Program 30)
f K iStirling's numbers of the second kind, {•} are
Li
K\ 0 1 2 3 k 5 6
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 3 1 0 0 0





1 15 25 10 1 0.
(Knuth Vol. 1)
Given that {^} =1
then for all K > 0 Stirlings numbers can be calculated using the
relationship
<L} " +
Each row in the above table can be calculated from the previous one.
Hence, the numbers in row(i) are stored in array IS. Then each number
in row(i+l) is calculated using the above recurrence relationship and
put into an array JTEMP. When all the numbers of row(i+l) have been
calculated, they are stored in the array IS and overwrite the previous
values given by row(i). Thus space is saved by keeping on],y two rows
of the above table in store at any one tim$.
The dimension of each of the arrays IS and JTEMP is twenty and
thereforejthe maximum value of K is also twenty. Hence->if the user
wishes to calculate Stirling^ numbers for K > 20 the dimensions of IS
and JTEMP must be increased.
Subroutine APTR (Program 31)
The subroutine, APTR, puts into words the meanings deduced from-
uu
the probabilities which are calculated by the statistical tests using
the rules given in Chanter 2 for the KS and x2 tests.
A listing of all these subroutines is given at the end of this
thesis in Appendix 1. They are listed in the order of their program
numbers.
User Step
The user is able to supply his own theoretical distribution
function for comparison purposes in the subroutine KOLMO. This is
carried out by replacing the dummy subroutine, USER, in APLIB with
the user's own subroutine in addition to the automatic deletion and
linkage editing of the phases. Thusievery time this option is used the
subroutine, USER, is changed and therefore one particular subroutine is
not a permanent feature in the package.
The above option is implemented by 'copying' the relevant control
statements into a file on disc, SA1+5V1. Thus the library AP was created
and into the member Al, the linkage editing control statements were
'copied', using a system utilities program. These control statements
are shown in diagram 12. A further member of the library, AP, is USER
which contains the job control statements for deleting and linkage
editing. These job control statements are listed in diagram 13.
To invoke the user step the following cards are inserted by the
user after the JOB card.
//SYSRBR ACCESS AP(USER), 191 = 'SA1+5V1'
/*







































































// DELETE SDSABS(APOT XX)
// DELETE SDSABS(APOTXY) _ _ (a)
// CONDENSE SDSABS
//SYS002 ACCESS APLIB ,191=' SA1+5V1'
/ /SYSIPT ACCESS AP(AI) ,191"' SA1+5V1'
//APTEXX EXEC RLNKEDT(KEEP,SYS002.NOAUTO)
//" RENAME SDSABS (APTEXX, APTEXY)
// RENAME SDSABS(APCXX,APCXY)
// RENAME SDSABS(APKMXX,APKMXY)




// DELETE SDSABS (APOTHR) .(c)
// RENAME SDSABS (APTEXY,APTEST)
// RENAME SDSABS(APCXY,APCHI)
/ / RENAJ'IE SDSABS (APKMXY, APKMSM)






These cards cause SYSRDR to read and execute the job control statements
in the member USER of AP, as shown in diagram 13. Since there is no
need for the user to see these jobs control statements, they are not




causes the new subroutine to be compiled and is then stored in APLIB
under the name USER.
It is important that the phases APTEST, APCHI, APKMSM and APOTHR
of this package are not deleted. If the compilation of the new
subroutine fails, all these phases would be removed from SDSABS.
Therefore,the deleting and linkage editing is carried out by first,
using dummy names (APTEXX, APKMXX, APCHXX, APOTXX), then renaming under
new dummy names (APTEXY, etcetera), followed by deleting and renaming
under the real phase names (APTEST, etcetera). Thus,if the compilation
of the new function fails the linkage editor proceeds but also fails
and therefore the first renaming step causes the job to abort. This is
because the first renaming step will be out of sequence and an attempt to
rename the phase, APTEXX, will fail as it will not have been created by
the linkage editor. As a result,the original phases are not deleted.
The statement
//SYSIPT ACCESS AP(Al) , 191- 'SA^Vl'
in diagram 13 causes the input to come from the file A1 which contains
the linkage editing control statements. These control statements
followed by
//APTEXX EXEC RLNEDT( )
form the phases called APTEXX, APKMXX, APCHXX and APOTXX in SDSABS.
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If any new subroutine has been added permanently to the package
and the user option is to be used, the extra linkage editing control
statements for this subroutine must be added into Al. These control
statements will vary depending on the number of additional phases or,
alternatively, to which phase the new subroutine has been added. For
example, suppose a new subroutine, say TRY, is permanently added to
phase APOTHR, then Al must be enlarged with the statement
INCLUDE TRY, R, 2
which is inserted after the statement
INCLUDE GAPRD, R, 2
Similarly, if a new phase is permanently added to the package, then Al
must be enlarged with the following statements,
PHASE 'dummy name of new phase', APOTXX
INCLUDE C, R, 2
INCLUDE D, R, 2
which are inserted after the last statement of phase APOTXX. These set
the origin of this particular phase equal to the origin of the phase,
APOTXX. However, the origin of a new phase need not be this and can be
changed by altering the parameters in the PHASE statement according to
the rules given in the previous section concerning the phasing system
(diagram l).
Furthermore, if a new phase is added, extra statements have to be
inserted in the member USER of AP; they are
a) // DELETE 'dummy name 1 of new phase'
// DELETE 'dummy name 2 of new phase'
b) // RENAME SDSABS('dummy name 1 of new phasedummy name 2
of new phase')
c) // DELETE SDSABS('new phase name')
b9
d) // RENAME SDSABS('dummy name 2 of new phase', 'new phase
*
name')
which are included in the appropriate places as shown in diagram 13.
Read Step
A user is able to insert his own subroutine into the package to
obtain data. This subroutine will not be permanently in the package
and will frequently be written in the form of a generator. Therefore,
this option has been devised. A new member of AP was created, called
READ1. This member, shown in diagram lk, is very similar to the member
USER of AP. The main difference is that the statement
// USER EXEC FORTRAN
is replaced by
// EXEC ASSEMBLE(LINK,N0DECK)
which will compile an Assembler subroutine. The read step is invoked,
set up and used in virtually the same way as the user step. However,
the READ1 subroutine must be written in Assembler language. The rules
for adding new subroutines and phases are exactly the same as those
of the user step.
There are two read options, READ1 and READ2, the difference being
that READ1 supplies integer data and READ2 supplies real data. Thus,
there is also the member, READ2, in the library AP, This is the same
as READ1 with the exception that whenever READ1 opcurs in diagram lk,
it is replaced by READ2.
Data Set Reference Numbers
The data set reference numbers used in this package are
IPRINT which is set to 6 for writing under format control.
IRED which is set to 3 for reading and writing from an unformatted



















SYS002 ACCESS APLIB ,191=' SA1+5V1'



















JRED which is set to 5 for reading cards under format control.
These parameters are all placed in Common and are assigned the above
values at' the beginning of APMAIN, Program 1. Thus, if the user
wishes to alter any of these parameters the appropriate statements in
APMAIN must be altered and the phases deleted and linkage edited.
Writing of Extra Subroutines
All the data control parameters, FI, AA, NUM and FMT2, together
with a starting value for a generated sequence, if one is requred, ISTART,
and the data set reference numbers, IPRINT, IKED and JRED, are passed
into Common area. (Most of these parameters are described more fully in
Chapter 5). Therefore^if the user wishes to incorporatre these parameters
in one of his subroutines he must include the following statement.
COMMON FI(5), AA(9), NUM, FMT2(8), ISTART, IPRINT, IRED, JREE
The variable names, given in the above statement, must not be duplicated
in the subroutines but they can be assigned different names by using an
equivalence statement. If the subroutine is written in assembler
language the COM statement must be inserted instead of the COMMON statement.
This statement and its applications are described in IBM C28-6811-1.
Also, certain parameters must be passed to and from the subroutines
provided by the user, USER, READ1 and READ2, as these parameters are not
in Common.
The USER subroutine has three parameters:- USER(X, Y, IER)
where
X — is the input scalar from the subroutine KOLMO
Y is the output scalar to the subroutine KOLMO. This is the
probability that Z is less than X if Z has the distribution
function given by this subroutine.
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IER is the error code which is non-zero if there is. an error
in the input or output parameters (as shown in program 2k).
Otherwise there is no error and the error code is set
equal to zero. When the USER subroutine is used, the
error code must be set equal to zerd on entry to that
subroutine otherwise an error will be recorded.
The READ1 subroutine has three parameters:- READ1 (M,K, LL) where
M -— is the number of integers required in each data call
from a statistical test.
K is the output vector of M dimensions which returns the
requested data.
LL —- is an index which is either zero, if this is the first
data call from the test, or one in all other cases.
Subroutine READ2 has the same parameters as the subroutine READ1,
except the output vector, V, is of real numbers:- READ2 (M,V,LL)
Most statistical tests require one number per data call.
However the D2 test requires four numbers per data call and the poker
test requires M, where M can be between one and twenty. Therefore, when
a READ subroutine is written, it must provide the facility to obtain a
variable amount of numbers for each data call.
When writing a new statistical subroutine, the user must adhere
to the rules op the input parameters that are given in Chapter 5*
Format s
The number of data control parameters is fixed due to the dimensions
of the variables FI and AA which are five and nine respectively. Therefore,
if the number of parameters has to be increased, then the dimensions
of FI and AA would also have to be increased accordingly in all Common
statements. However these parameters can be read with a different format
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than that provided by the system, taking into account that FI is integer
and AA is real. The standard format is
(UlU, 110, 5F5.1, 2F9.1+, 2F5.1)
Thus, using the subroutine GETFMT, if the first half of the first card
of input parameters is blank, then the standard format is used.
However^if the first half of this card is not blank, that is, it contains
a format statement, this format is read in and used to read the succeeding
card which contains the data control parameters. The format statement
must include brackets and format symbols as shown above.
The user may wish to read the numbers to be tested from cards.
These should' be placed in the deck immediately after the card containing
the data control parameters for the test. Again, there is a format
provided by the system for reading these cards:
(5E1U.T)
On the other hand the user may wish to provide his own format to read
the cards. In this case, the last half of the first card of input
parameters is considered and the same proceedure is adopted as above.
The only difference is that the format required is read into Common
area, FMT2, and used later to read the data cards, If the cards are to
be read with a user's format, the parameter, NUM, must be assigned a
value. This parameter is the number of numbers on' each data card. The
value of NUM is placed between the two formats(described above, on the first
input parmaeter card and this is described in more detail in the next Chapter.
(Cress et al 1968)
By varying the parameter AA(8), the numbers to be tested may be
obtained from various sources. The sources, associated with the values
of AA(8), are described in the next Chapter.
The reader may wonder why the user step has not been extended to
include the adding of new tests and subprograms which would probably
5^
include several subroutines. One of the reasons is that there would
always be a limitation to the number of subroutines that could be
added. This is because this step depends on the number of dummy
subroutines available in the package. Since, for the subroutines to be
incorporated automatically, the relevant linkage editing control
statements must already be in a data set, of library AP. Another reason
is that the subroutines would not be in the package permanently. Hence,
with more than one user, it would be difficult to ensure the contents
of a particular dummy subroutine. Therefore,the procedure described
previously for adding subroutines permanently to the package must be
followed.
CHAPTER V. USER'S MANUAL
The package is run with numbers obtained from a file on disc
using the following cards:
// 'jobname' JOB /users name' 'time of job in minutes'
// SYS003 ACCESS APOLLO, 192 = 'JHPSV3'
// bEXEC APTEST (b implies blank column)
sets of data cards
/*
/&
where the second statement accesses a data set called APOLLO on unit 3,
on disc JHPSV3 with disc drive 192. Unit 3 must always be used for a
file in this package (see data set reference numbers in Chapter U).
The names for the data set, the disc and the disc drive are those which
were employed for this work. These should be replaced by the parameters
of the user's own file which contains the numbers to be tested. This
ACCESS statement must be altered if the file is on a tape. If the
numbers to be tested are read from cards, there is no ACCESS card. These
cards are included for each test and are placed directly after the input
parameter cards for that test. Also, when cards are used, some data
control parameters have to be changed. However, if the numbers to be
tested are produced by a generator, the READ step is used and instead
of the ACCESS card, a set of Fortran and control cards to invoke this
option is included, (see READ step later) Also, certain parameters must
be changed. If an integer starting value is required for the generator,
it must be read in on a separate card. This card is placed immediately




starts the execution of the package since APTEST is the name of the root
phase, (see Chapter U)
For further information on control cards see IBM C28 - 6812 and
IBM C28 - 6813.
If the numbers to be tested are to be stored in a file on disc, the
following statements should be used.
// 'jobname' JOB 'user's name' 'time of job'
// SYS003 ALLOC APOLLO, 192 = 'JHPSV3', 1000, FMT
// LABEL 360, 'time this data set expires'
// EXEC FORTRAN








The second and third cards cause the data set, APOLLO to be assigned
1000 blocks of storage with each block containing 360 bytes. Since the
numbers are written unformatted into the data set, they each take up k
bytes, and thus, due to buffering, the quantity of numbers in each block
is fixed at 82. Hence, both of the DATA subroutines have been written
for 82 numbers per block.
The Numbers to be Tested
In general, the numbers to be tested are stored in a sequential
unformatted file on unit 3. This file may be on a disc or a tape. If
it is on a tape, some of the aforementioned job control statements
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concerning the allocation and accession of the data in a file on disc,
must be altered slightly. (IBM C28 - 6812, IBM C28 - 6813) The numbers
must be stored with 82 per record. These numbers may be multiplied by
the parameter AA(l) before use but this depends on the range of numbers
required in a test, (see later for definition of AA(.l.))
The numbers to be tested may be punched on cards and read under
format control. The total of numbers on a card is not fixed but must
be constant within a statistical test. Again, the numbers may be
multiplied by AA(l), before use, but this depends on the range of numbers
required in a test.
Finally, the user may provide his own way of obtaining data by
writing a subroutine. This subject is described under the Read step in
Chapters k and 5-
Format Codes
For all the three format codes I, F and E, any blanks within a field
are interpreted as zeros. A field is the number of columns on a card,
that is read positions, alloted to one variable. For the I format code
which has general form Iw, where w is the length of the field, the integer
variable should be right justified in that field. Thus if the digit 2
is read using the Ik format, its value would be assigned as follows
b b b 2 -v 2
b b 2 b 20
where b denotes a blank column
b 2 b b 200
2 b b b -v 2000
Therefore, the format UlU specifies that the first variable, say Fl(l),
is read from the first four columns, the second variable, say Fl(2), from
the next four columns, the third variable, say Fl(3), from the third four
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columns and the final variable, say Fl(U), from the columns numbered
13 - l6. Thus,to assign the values 1, 10, 2 and 5 to the above variables
respectively, the data card must be punched in the following way.
bbblbblObbb2bbb5
1 2 3 k 5 6 T 8 9 10 11 12 13 lh 15 16
The F format code, which is for real numbers, is of general form,
F w.d
where w is the length of the field and d is the number of places after
the decimal point, both of these parameters are integer variables. Thus
F5.1 indicates a field of length five with one place after the decimal
point. It should be noted that th<? decimal point can be included anywhere
in the field and it then overrides the position indicated in the format
statement. Therefore by punching the following on the data card:-
(1) b 1 0 . 0 (2) 10.0b
27 28 29 30 31 27 28 29 30 31
the variable, say AA(l), is assigned the value 10.0. Case (l) is
equivalent to the format F5.1 and case (2) is equivalent to F5.2 but
would still be accepted under the F5.1 format. There are similar rules
for the E format code which has the general form
E w.d
(IBM C28 - 6515 ~ 7)
Thus,care must be taken in punching data cards to ensure that the values
are in the correct columns.
DATA
A set of data cards must be included for each test. These cards
provide the input parameters in addition to any further information as
was described above.
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The first card in a set contains the parameters IN, NUM and JN in
that order. They are all integer variables with IN and JN arrays of
dimension eight.
IN This variable indicates which format is to be used to
read the next card. If IN contains a format this format is
used to read the next card otherwise the standard format is
used.
NUM — This variable is the total of numbers on a card if the
numbers to be tested are read from cards. It must have a
constant value within a test but may be altered for different
tests.
JN This variable indicates which format is to be used to read
the cards containing the numbers to be tested. A format
will always be assigned for this purpose even though the
numbers may not be read from cards. If JN contains a
format, this format is used, otherwise the standard format
is taken.
The values of IN and JN are read with AU format whereas the variable,
NUM, is read with ii format. Thus IN and JN each take up 32 columns of
a card and they are separated by the U columns containing the value of NUM,
This implies that 32 characters may be read into IN and JN but not more.
If a format is to be read into either IN or JN^it must contain all the
format symbols including brackets and commas but not the word FORMAT.
The first bracket of IN must be in column one of the card and the first
bracket of JN must be in column 37 of this card. If these formats, on
being used in a read or write statement, are made incorrect by the
omission of a necessary bracket or symbol, an error will occur. Also,
if these formats contain more than 32 characters an error will occur as
6o
the closing bracket will be missing. Thus^care must be taken to keep
within these restrictions when writing such formats.
On the other hand, if IN is blank, the systems format is used
to read the succeeding card. Similarly, if JN is blank, the same
procedure is adopted. The formats provided by the system for such
cases are listed below.
IN (UlU, 110, 5F5.1, 2F9.H, 2F5.1)
NUM 5
JN — (5E1U.7)
However, if either IN or JN contains a format statement, this is read
in and used to read the appropriate cards.
The second card in a set contains the parameters FI and AA, where
FI is an integer array of dimension five and AA is a real array of
dimension nine. When a new format is written to read these variables,
the user must remember that they are defined as integer and real
respectively, The meanings given to these parameters are listed below.
Fl(l) The test requested.
Each statistical test is coded so that the main program can
call the correct test.
The codes are as follows
0 End of run 6 Gap Test for random digits
1 Frequency Test 7 Runs Test up and down
2 Serial Test 8 Maximum Test
3 Poker Test 9 Minimum Test
b Gap Test 10 Sum Test
5 D2 Test
This parameter must be assigned a value for all tests, since
by default Fl(l)=0 and the run will be terminated.
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Fl(2) This is the number of times a test is repeated on a run-
This parameter must also be assigned a value for all tests
since by default, Fl(2)=0 and no test will be made.
FI(3) This is the sum of numbers requested in each data call by
a test. This parameter is only of importance in the Poker
test and must be assigned a value since Fl(3) is also the
total of numbers to be considered at each trial. Furthermore,
FI(3) must be less than or equal to twenty.
Fl(l+) This parameter is dependent upon the test being applied.
Sum, Maximum and Minimum Tests
For these statistical tests, which use the KS test, this
parameter is a code which shows the distribution function
to be used for comparison purposes. In this case FI(i+) must
be assigned a value and the codes are listed below.
1 Normal distribution function
2 Exponential distribution function
3 Cauchy distribution function
h Uniform distribution function
! Maximum of T numbers distribution function
Minimum of T numbers distribution function
Sum of 2 uniform random variables distribution function
Sum of 3 uniform random variables distribution function
Sum of k uniform random variables distribution function
Sum of 5 uniform random variables distribution function
Sum of 6 uniform random variables distribution function
User supplied distribution function
If one of the distribution functions with code 5 is used, a further
parameter, AA(5) must be specified. Also, if a subroutine containing
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a distribution function is permanently added to this package for using
in these statistical tests, it should have code 5.
Gap Test
For the gap test this parameter is the maximum length of a
gap. FI(U) must be assigned a value which is chosen in
conjunction with the parameters FI(5) and the probabilities
given in Chapter 2. This gives an expected number of
occurrences of each gap length which must be greater than
or equal to five.
Runs Test
For this test FI(U) must be assigned a value since this
parameter shows whether the runs are to be made up or down
(as described in Chapter 2).
FI(U) = 0 Runs up
1 Runs down
Thus^by default,if FI(U) is blank or zero^this test will be
performed for runs up.
Fl(5) This is the number of trials for each test which must be
included for all tests. Otherwise by default Fl(5)=0 and
no proper test will occur. In the gap test this is the
number of gaps to be found.
AA(l) This is the base of the number system for the numbers that
are to be used in the statistical test. AA(l) is used in
calculating the probabilities for the x2 test as well as for
bringing the numbers to be tested into the correct range.
If the numbers are not in the correct range and if AA(8)=
0.0 or 2.0 (described later) the numbers are multiplied by
AA(l) to bring them into the correct range. If the numbers
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are in the correct range and if AA(8)=1.0 or 3-0 the numbers
are left unchanged. In both cases AA(l) must be specified
to ensure a base is present if one is required.
If the numbers are not in the correct range and their base
does not bring them into the required range, then the
numbers should be adjusted. It should be remembered that
AA(l) is used in the x2 test according to the rules given
in Chapter 2. By default if AA(l) is blank or zero it is
reassigned the value 1.0, that is AA(l)=1.0.
AA(2)=1.0 implies that the file of numbers to be tested is rewound.
The user cannot assume that the file will be at its load
point (beginning) whenever a new run is applied.
5^1.0 implies that the file of numbers to be tested is not
rewound. By default AA(2)=0.0 and the file is not rewound.
AA(3) This gives the position of the record from which the numbers
to be tested are read. If it is blank or zero, then by
default the next record is used.
AA(1+) This informs the data subroutines which numbers are to be
used. That is,whether every number or every Kth number from
each record is tested. AA(k ) must have a value of less
than or equal to 82 and if it is blank or zero, then by
default every number is tested.
AA(5) This parameter is dependent upon the test being applied.
Sum, Maximum and Minimum Tests
When these statistical tests are used and Fl(^)=5,this
parameter is also a code. This code enables the user to
specify which distribution function is to be used for
comparison purposes. A list of the codes is given below.
6k
1.0 Distribution function for the Maximum of T numbers at
a time
2.0 Distribution function for the Minimum of T numbers at
a time
3.0 Distribution function for the Sum of 2 uniform random
numbers
k.O Distribution function for the Sum of 3 uniform random
numbers
5.0 Distribution function for the Sum of k uniform random
numbex-s
6.0 Distribution function for the Sum of 5 uniform random
numbers
7.0 Distribution function for the Sum of 6 uniform random
numbers
8.0 User supplied
If any extra distribution functions are added permanently
to the packagejthe value for this parameter should be greater
than 8.0 and AA(6) and AA(7) may be defined as required.
Gap Test
When the gap test for random numbers is applied, this parameter
is the lowest end of the gap as defined in Chapter 2.
Gap Test for random digits
When this test is applied AA(5) is the significance level
for this test which, by default, has a value of 0.05>
AA(6) This parameter is dependent on the test being applied.
Maximum, Minimum and Sum Tests
When these statistical tests are applied, AA(6) is an extra
parameter. Its meaning depends on the subroutine which is
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to be used for comparison purposes.
If
Fl(l+) = [~1 AA(6) is the mean of the normal distribution
to be considered.
! AA(6) is the mean of the exponential
distribution to be considered.
Fl(U) 88 3 AA.(6) is the median of the Cauchy distribution
to be used.
Fl(U) = U AA(6) is the left end point of the uniform
distribution to be used.
Fl(U) = 5 and AA(5)=1>0 AA(6) is the total of numbers (T)
considered in each trial for the
maximum test.
AA.(5)=2.0 AA(6) is the total of numbers (T)
considered in each trial for the
minimum test.
AA(5)-8.0 AA.(6) is user specified.
When AA(5)!=3.09 U.O, .... 7»0 then AA(6) need not be defined
as the subroutines requested by these codes require no extra
parameters.
Gap Test
When the gap test for random numbers is applied,this parameter
is the highest end of the gap.
Gap Test for random digits
When this test is appliedJAA(6) is the value of the variable
with a normal (0,1) distribution for the above level of
significance, AA(5)* By default this is 1.96 which is for
application to a two-sided test as described in Chapter 2.
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AA(7) This parameter is dependent on the test being applied.
Maximum, Minimum and Sum Tests
When these tests are applied,AA(7) is an extra parameter
which depends on the distribution function which is to be
used for comparison purposes.
For
FI(!+) = 1 then AA(7) is the standard deviation of the
normal distribution to be considered and
should be positive.
FI(1) = 2 then AA(7) is the standard deviation of the
exponential distribution to be considered
and should be positive.
Fl(1) = 3 then AA(6) minus AA(7) specifies the first
quartile of the Caqchy distribution to be
considered, again it should be positive.
Fl(l) = U then AA(7) is the right end point of the
uniform distribution and should be greater
than AA(6).
Fl(1) = 5 and AA(5)38.0 then AA(7) is user specified
otherwise when AA(5) < 8.0
then AA(7) is not defined since
these distributions require no
extra parameters.
Gap Test for random digits
When this test is applied,AA(7) is the value of a variable
with a normal (0,1) distribution for the above level of
significance, AA(5)- By default this is 1.625 which is for
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application to a one sided test as described in Chapter 2.
This parameter shows how the numbers to be tested are obtained.
0.0 The numbers are read from an unformated sequential file
on unit 3 and there are 82 numbers per record. Each
number is multiplied by AA(l) before use.
1.0 The numbers are read from an unformatted sequential file
on unit 3 and there are again 82 numbers per record.
The numbers are used without alteration.
2.0 The numbers are read from cards under format control
and NUM is the total of numbers per card. Each number
is multiplied by AA(l) before use.
3.0 The numbers are read from cards under format control
and NUM is the total of numbers per card. The numbers
are used without alteration.
U.O Optional.
The us^r may decide how the numbers are obtained by
supplying his own subroutines for READ1 and READ2.
By default, when AA(8) is blank, the data is assumed to come
from a sequential unformatted file.
This parameter shows whether a starting value, for a generator,
is required to be read in.
AA(9) = 0.0 no number is read in
^ 0.0 a number is read in
Thusjif AA(9) is blank or zero, by default no number is read
in.
If AA(8) >s= 1+.0 then AA(9) can be ^ 0*0 but
If AA(8) < k.O then AA(9) must be qqual to 0.0.
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If a starting value has to be read in, then it must be on the
third card in a set and is read in under the 110 format. If the numbers
to be tested are read from cards, then these cards should be included
immediately after the second data card. To terminate a run, one blank
card followed by a card with Fl(l) equal to zero should be inserted at
the end of all the data cards.
If a user writes a new test and includes it permanently in the
package, according to the rules given in Chapter U, then only four of
the above parameters must have the same meanings. These are Fl(l),
AA(2), AA(3) and AA(9) as they are all used in the main program, APMAIN.
However, if the DATA subroutines are called by the user's test, then
the parameters AA(l), AA(1+) and AA(8) must also have the same meanings
as given above. Furthermore, when the KS test is used in a subroutine
the parameters AA(5), AA(6) and AA(T) must have the meanings defined
above.
If any parameters are left blank, then these parameters will be
taken as zero. In some cases, as explained previously, there is a
default option whenever the parameter is zero. However*in the remaining
parameters, if they are zero and are required, an error in calculations
will be caused. In most cases*the value of FI(5) should be large
enough to ensure that the expected frequencies are greater than or equal
to five. Thus, it is advisable to follow this rule unless stated
otherwise.
The parameters required by each particular statistical test are
indicated below.
Frequency Test











The number of times that this test is repeated.
The number of trials in each test which must be greater
than 5 x AA(l).
This parameter must be specified and it is used if the
integers are not in the range of numbers required. The
maximum value of AA(l) is 1000 as the maximum number of
different integers or categories is 1000. If the numbers
to be tested are uniform random variables between zero and
one, then AA(l) must not be 0.0 or 1.0 since then, the
integers obtained would be all zero.
These may be specified but all have a default option, as
described previously. Thus, if they are all zero (or blank)
the file of numbers is not rewound, the next record is read
and all numbers are used, each number being read unformatted.
If the numbers to be tested are from a file, the user cannot
assume that the file is set at its load point. Therefore
when the first test is applied in a run, the file should be
rewound and then moved to the particular record required.
This parameter must be specified if an integer starting
value is required.
Serial Test
The parameters to be specified for the serial test are the same
as those for the frequency test except that
Fl( 1) = 2
and the maximum value AA(l) is 50.
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Poker Test
The parameters to he specified for the poker test are the same
as those for the frequency test except that
Fl(l) = 3
and the parameter Fl(3) must also he specified. The parameter supplies
the total of numbers considered in each trial and has a maximum value
of twenty.
Gap Test for real numbers
The parameters to he specified for the gap test are the same as
those for the frequency test except that
Fl(1) = k
and the parameters FI(b), AA(5) and AAI.6) must be specified. These
parameters give the end points of the gap length considered in this
test and the maximum length of a gap which must he less than 20. It
should be remembered that as a gap of length zero is possible, then
the number of categories is one more than the maximum length of a gap.
In addition, the parameter Fl(5) has a slightly different meaning in that
it is the number of gaps to be found before the test terminates.
D2 Test
The parameters to be specified for the D2 test are the same as
those for the frequency test except that
FI(1) = 5
Gap Test for digits
The parameters to be specified for the gap test for random digits
are the same as those for the frequency test except that
FI( 1) = 6
and the parameters AA(5), AA(6) and AA(7) must also be specified.
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These parameters provide the significance level of this test and the
appropriate normal values for this significance level. The maximum
value of AA(l) is 1000.
Runs Test
The parameters to "be specified for the runs test are the same as
those of the frequency test except that
FI(1) = 7
Also, Fl(l+) must be specified if runs down are required and FI(5) should
be greater than or equal to U,000.
Maximum Test
The parameters to be specified for the maximum test are the same
as those for the frequency test except that
Fl(l) = 8
and the parameters Fl(i+), AA(5)S AA(6) and AA(7) must also be specified
according to the rules given previously. These parameters indicate the
theoretical distribution which is to be compared with the empirical
distribution. The maximum value of Fl(5) is 5»000.
The Sum Test and the Minimum Test have the same parameters as the
maximum test except that
FI (1) = 9 for the minimum test
and
Fl(l) = 10 for the sum test
In the statistical tests the maximum values indicated above are
due to the limitation of storage space. Thus^if more core store is
available,these maximum values can be raised by increasing the appropriate
dimensions in the relevant subroutines.
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USER and READ Step
To invoke the user option, that is, for the user to supply his
own subroutine with a distribution function in the maximum, minimum
and sum tests, the following cards must be inserted after the JOB card.




This operation was described in Chapter U, the resultant effect
being that this user's subroutine is compiled and stored under the name
USER in the library APLIB. Thus,if the parameters are set correctly,
the above subroutine can be employed in a test. The relevant parameters
should be set as follows.
FI(U) - 5 AA(5) = 8.0
The same control cards are used to invoke the READ1 and READ2
options. The only differences being that AP(USER) is replaced by
AP(READl) or AP(READ2) and that these subroutines must be written in
Assembler language. The subroutines READ1 and READ2 are present in order
that the user may supply his own generator to produce numbers. These
subroutines are usually written in Assembler language and the rules for
writing them are described in the last Chapter. (see Writing of
Subroutines) The relevant parameters^which must be set for the READ1
and READ2 options, are:-




The only difference between the READ1 and READ2 subroutines is
that they are called from different tests with READ1 providing integer
numbers and READ2 real numbers. For the USER and READ subroutines
provided by the user, the variables AA(6) and AA(7) can be used for
input of any extra parameters which may be required.
Error Codes
Most statistical tests have an associated error code, IER. For
those tests which use the KS test and thus the subroutine KOLMO, that
is the maximum, minimum and sum tests, the error code is as follows
IER — is non-zero if the input parameters violate the conventions
of the subroutine KOLMO. (For these conventions see Program 3)
— is set to zero if no violations occur.
For the remaining tests that use the x2 test, which is applied using the
subroutine CDTR, the error code is as follows
IER = 0 No Error
-1 Input parameter is invalid
_ +1 Output parameter is invalid
(For further information see Program 2)
Example
An example of the data cards employed for a run of two statistical
tests is given in Diagram 15.
The first data card is blank which means that the system formats
are used to read any subsequent cards for this test. Thus,the second
card is read with the following format
UlU, 110, 5F5,1, 2F9.1+, 2F5.1
These parameters imply that the poker test should be applied.
This test is repeated twice with 100 trials in each test and with five
numbers in each trial. Since the poker test is being executed the
numbers to be tested are integers and as AA(l) = 10.0 and AA(8) = 0.0
they are in the range zero to nine. The numbers are obtained from a
file which is rewopnd and9by default?the next record in the file (in
this case it is the first record) is read and every number is used.
Since the third data card contains the format
(klkt T5, 15, 5F5.1, 2F9.U, 2F5.1)
the fourth card is read with this format. The parameters on the fourth
card imply that the second test to be applied is the maximum test. This
test is repeated once with 200 trials and two numbers in each trial.
The maximum test uses the KS test and as Fl(ij-) = 5 and AA(5) = 8.0 the
theoretical distribution used for comparison purposes, is user supplied.
Since AA(l) = 1.0 and AA(8) = 0.0 the numbers to be tested are between
zero and one and are stored in a file which is not rewound. The next
record is read and every number is used.
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To demonstrate the applicability of this package for testing
numbers, several runs of statistical tests were applied to four different
generators.
1. RNDMIN
The first ?et of tests is concerned with a set of numbers produced
by an IBM random number generator which has been adapted for use on the
installation in St. Andrews. The method for obtaining data is of the
power residue type and takes the residues of the successive powers of
a given number. For example
yn (mod m) for n - 1, 2, ...f.f
(IBM GC 20-8011-0)
The numbers obtained from this generator are between zero and one
and they were stored in an unformatted file on disc. All the statistical
tests that have previously been described were applied and the results
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971^63237 AAAAA AAAA AA
bm
AAA
B A AB AA AAA AAAC AA
9632114512 ABA CA AA
am
BAA
AA A ABA CAA AAA AD BAA
883296567 AA ACA AAAB
bm
AA
CDA A AACA A CBA ABBA ABB
79236598 AA AAAA BA
bm
CA
CAA A AACA AA AAA AAAA AAA
where the letters
'A' signifies random
'B' signifies slightly suspect of not being random
'C' signifies suspect of not being random
'D' signifies not random
and the letters
'am' signifies above the mean
'bm' signifies below the mean
The assigned 'test numbers' are the same as those described in Chanter 5
under the section called DATA.
From the above table, it is evident that the numbers produced by
this generator pass the tests well and are hence random. However, if
an application concerned a particular attribute then further testing
on this generator about this attribute would be advisable.
2. KLRAND
The second application illustrated in this work concerns a
multiplicative congruential nseudo-random number generator which is
attributed to D. H. Lehmer and is of the form:
Y^+1 = AY^ (mod p)
(J. Whiltlesey)
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This generator has also been adapted for use on the installation in
St. Andrews. The numbers obtained from this generator are integers
31
between 1 and 2 - 1. However, for the purposes of testing, they
were multiplied by a real constant to bring them into the range zero
to one. The numbers were stored on a disc and all the previously
mentioned statistical tests were applied. A summary of the results













932165W7 AA CCA AAAA bm
AA
AAA A AAAA A AAA AABB AAA
563987231 ACA DA AA am
AAD
AA A BAA AAA ACAA AA AAAA
21+1376785 DAACA BAAA AA bm
AAC
A A BA AC AAA BACB AA
79321651+8 AA CAAB AA bm
AA
AAB A AAAA AA AAA AAB AAC
From the above table, it can be seen that this generator gives
better results for some of the tests than the previous generator but
for others it is not as good. However, it seems to mass the tests
satisfactorily although there are one or two bad results. Thus for
general purposes, this generator appears adequate. Again, for tests
concerning particular attributes^this generator should be investigated
more thoroughly.
3. The SINE Function
In general the SINE function is not considered to give very
satisfactory random numbers due to its cycling property. For this
reason it was chosen as an illustration example since the statistical
tests must be able to pick out bad random number sequences as well as
79
good ones.
After each sine value has been calculated it is stored as a random
number. This value is then multiplied by a hundred and the resultant
residue modulo ninety is used as the next argument for the sine function.
The numbers obtained from this generator are between zero and one. The
statistical tests are all applied to these numbers and the results are





From Table 3 it can be seen that in all tests this generator gives
very bad results. Thus^this form of the sine generator cannot be
considered as a random number generator.
This generator may be altered to give slightly better results but
on the whole the sine function would not -provide a satisfactory random
number generator
U. The Fibonacci Sequence
Although Fibonacci sequences are fairly easy to generate^they are
considered to give bad random numbers because of short ueriods. For
this reason, a Fibonacci generator was devised and used as an example










20.0 DD DDDD DD
bm
DD
DDD D DDDD DD DDD DDDD DDD
35-0 DDDDD DDDD DD
bm
DDD
D D DD DD DDD DDDD DD
50.0 DD DDD DDDD
bm
DD
DDD D DDDD D DDD DDDD DDD
70.0 DDD DD DD
am
DD
DD D DDD DDD DDDD DD DDDD
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time and. the generator takes the form
X
^ = (X + X .) (mod m)n+1 n n-1
In order that the generator may be used in this example, both
X and X . are double precis ion real numbers. After they have been
n n-1 - J
added together they are stored in a double register and the middle four
bytes extracted. Before this resulting number can be used, it has to
be normalised and then adjusted to lie between zero and one. This is
implemented by overwriting the exponent part of that number with the
appropriate exponent to bring it into the required range. The number
obtained is a single precission real number and is stored in a file on
disc. The remaining numbers are obtained by repeating the above process
for xn+2» ^n+3» etcetera. The results from applying all the statistical
tests in the package to these numbers are summarized in Table b.
It was found with test U, the gap test, that the quantity of
numbers in the file had to be increased greatly, or alternatively, the
number of gaps to be found reduced drastically to obtain results. Due
to the time available and storage facilities, the latter course was
adopted. However, more extensive testing could be carried out in this
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From the above table it can be seen that in most tests, this
generator gives very bad results. Thus overall this Fibonacci generator
does not give satisfactory random number sequences. There are other
Fibonacci generators that give better overall results, however, those
tests which are concerned with periodicity still give rise to unsatisfactory
random behaviour. Thus, for most cases, the Fibonacci generators
would be best avoided in nroviding random numbers.
CHAPTER VII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS.
Addition of more tests
It is hoped that in the future more tests may be added to this
package. These may include further empirical tests but should also
include some theoretical ones. Theoretical tests cover a wide range
of study, for example, in the study of the periods of a generated
sequence (E. Bofinger et al 1961, S. Yamada 1961), in serial correlation
(M. Greenberger 1961), in autocorrelation (B. Jannson I96U) and in the
study of the moments of a sequence (D. Teichrpew 1965)• Another useful
theoretical test is the Fourier analysis, not only of the generator
itself, but of the autocorrelation function. This analysis may give
more insight into hidden cycling. (E.S. Page 1967, R. Conveyou et al 1967)
Improvement of Package
This package could have been improved, if more time had been
available, by the addition of certain extra techniques. These include
the facility for the user to define his own dimensions.
Another technique, for use in the saving of storage space, involves
the incorporation of as many variables as possible into common areas.
Thus arrays and indices in one test may use the same storage space as
that used in another test. A further way to save on space is to adopt
the usage of half words wherever possible.
It may be found with a wide range of users that restricting the
length of a record is impractical. In this case the input data subroutines
must be adapted.
The purpose of this thesis has been to provide a package for the
testing of random number sequences. However, although it was in no way
83
intended to perfect a new generator or 'to improve existing ones during
this work, it became evident that such a course of study would offer
interesting possibilities.
APPENDIX I
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A 5 6 7 8 5
1C 11 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 15 2C 21 22 23 2A 25 26 27 28 25 3C 31 32 33 3A
IF(AA(3).EC.0.C.CR.AA(3).EC.1.0)G0T DO13IREC=1»JREC READ(IRED)
13CONTINUE 16GOT0(20,3C,AC,50,60,7C,80,90,92t9A),K 2CIF(FLAG.EQ.l)GCTO5 CALLLOAD!'FCHI•) 25FLAG=1 CALLFREQ GOTC5 3CIF(FLAG.EQ.l)GCT5 CALLLOAD('APCHI*) 35FLAG^l CALLSERIAL GOTC5 ACIF(FLAG.EQ.l)GCT5 CALLLCAD('APCHI•) A5FLAG=1 CALLPCKER GCT5 5CIF(FLAG.EQ.l)GCT5 CALLLOAD('APCHI•) 55FLAG=1 CALLG P GOTC5 6CIF(FLAG.EQ.l)GCT5 CALLLOAD('APCHI•) 65FLAG=1 CALLDSQUR GOTC5 7CIF(FLAG.EQ.3)GCT5 CALLLOADI'APCTHR) 75FLAG=3 CALLG PRD GOTC5
PAGE
35 36 37 38 39 AC A1 A2 A3 AA A5 A6 A7 A8 A5 5C 51 52 53 5A 55 56 57 58 55 6C 61 62 63 6A 65 66 67 68 65
8CIF(FLAG.EQ1) CT5 CALLLOAD('APCHI•) 85FLAG=1 CALLRUNS GCT5 9CIF(FLAG.EQ2) CT1 CALLLOAD('PKMS*) 91FLAG=2 CALLF X GOTC5 92IF{FLAG.EQ.2JGCTC3 CALLLOAD{'PKMS*) 93FLAG=2 CALLFIN GCT5 94IF(FLAG.EQ.2)GCT5 CALLLOAD(*APKMSN) 95FLAG=2 CALLSUM GCT5
18CWRITEIIPRINT»85)W 185FORMAT('*A1) T2=KLOCK(D11D2) T1={ 2-T1)/5C WRITE!IP INT»190)T1 19CFORMAT!*TFEIAKENINSECCN S*18) STOP END
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ICCX=DBLE{X) DLXX=DLOG(>X) X2=XX/2.DO DLX2=CLCG(X2) GG=DBLE(G) G2=GG/2.DC

















































































































































































































































































































XI=DFLCAT(T1) CALLDLGAN(XI,FAC,ICK) TLCG=XI*DLX2-FAC-DLCG(XI+THETA) TERM=DEXP(TLCG) TERM=DSIGN(TERN,CCI SER=ER+TERN CC=-CC IF(DABS(TERRJ-l.D-9)280,270,270
270CONTINUE GOT600 28CIF(SER)600,600,290 290CALLDLGAM(THP1,GTH,I0K) TLCG=THETA*DLX2+DLCG(SER)-GTH IF(TL0G+L.68D02)300,300,31 3CCT1=0.0 GOT4CC 310T11=DEXP(TLCG) T1=SNGL(Til) GOT400
C
CCFPUTET1FCRHETAGREA ERN0.0ANC XGREATERTHAN10.0ANCL SS2000.0
C
320A2=0.DC DO340I=1,25 XI=DFLOAT(I) CALLDLGAN(THP1,GTH,ICK) T11=-(13.DC«XX)/XI+THF *CLCG(13.DC*X /XI)-GTH-CL G(XI) IF(T11+1.68DC2)340,340,33 330T11=DEXP(Til) A2=A2+T11 340CONTINUE A=1.01282051+THETA/ 56.CO-XX/312.CO 8=CABS(A) C=-X2+THP1*CLX2DLCG(e)-GTH-3.951243718581427
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49CIF(P)500,520,520 50CIF(ABS(P)-1.E-7)510,510,600 510P=C.C GOTC610 520IF(l.-P)30,550,550 530IF(ABS(l.-P)-l.E-7)40,540,600 540P=1.0 GOTC610 550IF(P-l.E-8)60,560,570 560P=C.O GOT610 570IF{(1.0-PJ-1.E-8)8 ,580,610 580P=1.C GOT610 590IER=-1 D=-1.E75 P=-1.E75 GOT620 6CCIER=+1 P=1.E75
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CDOUBLEPRECISIONUSAGITUBTFULTHATERW LL89 CWISHTOPERFORMHISE TUSINGDOUBLEPRECISIONACCURACY.9 CIFONEWISH STOCOMMUNICATEITHKCLMOADO BLE91 CPRECISIONOGRAM,HESH ULDALLTHEFORTSUPPLIED92 CPROGRAMSN L(X)RIORTALLINGKC MO,ANCA LHE93 CFORTRANSUPPLIEDPROG MDBLE(X)AF EREXI INGOMK LMO.94 C(NOTETHATSUBROUTINEMIRD ESHAVCOUBLEPRECISION95 CAPABILITYSSUPPLIEDBYTHISPACKAGE.)96
97 98
CSUBROUTINESANCFUNCTIONS BPROGRAMSREQ I ED99 CSMIRN,NDTR,ANDYUSESUPPLIECUBROUTI ESREQUIR D.ICC
1C1
CMETHOD1C2 CFORREFERENCE,S(1)W.LLER--ONTHKOLM GC CV-SMIRNOV1 3 CLIMITTHEOREMSF REMPIRICALDISTR BUTIONS--104 CANNALSOFMATH.ST T ,19,94877-1 9,C5
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PAGE16
C(2)N.SNIRNOV--TABLEF RESTIMA INGTFEGO DNESSFI1C6 COFEMPIRICALDISTRIBUTCNS—A NLATF.S A ,19,C7 C1948.279-2 1.108 C(3)R.VONMISES--MATHEMA1IC LTHEORYFPR B BI ITYAND109 CSTATISTICS—ACADEMICPRESS,NEWYORK1964.4 0-493,1 C(4)e.V.GNEDENKC--TFETH ORYFPROBABILITY—CHELSEA111 CPUBLISHINGOMPA Y,NEWYORK1962.384-401.1 C113 C114 C115 SUBROUTINEKCLMO(X,ZP CBIER)116 INTEGERFI,FMT2117 COMMONFI(5),A(9»NUM,FMT2(8)118 EQUIVALENCE(N,F5)SA{5IFCCD46119 17))12C DIMENSIONX(l)121 C122 CNCNDECREASINGCRD RIFX{I)•S( UEYMETHOD)123 C124 IER=C125 DO51=2,N1 6 IF(X(I)-X(-I)1,5,5127 1TEMP=X(I)128 IM=—1129 DO3J=1,IM130 L=I—J131 IF(TEMP-X(L)2,4132 2X(L+1)=X(L)133 3CONTINUE134 X(1)=TEMP135 GOT5136 4X(L+l)=TEMP137 5CONTINUE138 C139 COMPUTESMAXIMUMDEVIATIONNIA SCL TEVAEETWE140
EMPIRICALANDTHEC ETICALCISTRBUTICNS
NM1=-1 XN= DN=0.0 FS=0.C IL=1
6DO71=L,NM1 J=I IF(X(J)-X(J+l))9,7,9 7CONTINUE 8J=N 9IL=J+1 FJ=FS FS=FLCAT(J)/XN IF(IFC0D-2)1C,13,17
1CIF(S)I,,12 11IER=I GOTC29 12Z=(X(J)-U)/S CALLNDTR{Z,Y>D) GOT27 13IE(S)11,, 4 14Z={X(J)-U)/S+1.0 IF(Z)15,15, 6 15Y=C.C GOT27 16Y=•-EXP(-Z) GOT27 17IF(IFCOD-4)18,20,26 18IF(S)5,1,15 15Y=ATAN((X(J)-U)/S)*0.3183099+0.5 GOT27 2CIF(S-U)11,11,21 21IF(X(J)-U)2,223
FAC-E
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 15C 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175
22Y=C.C GOTC27 23IF{X(J)-S)25,25,24 24Y=1.0 GOT27 25Y=(X(J)—U)/(S-U) GOT27 26ISIN=SIN GOTO(30,32,36,38,424 ,46,48)ISN IER= GOT50 3GCALLAP261(X(J),Y,IER) GOTC50 32CALLAP262(X(J)♦Y,IER) GOT50 36CALLAP263IX{J),Y,IER) GOTC50 36CALLAP264(X(J),YIER) GOTC50 42CALLP65{XIJ),Y,IER) GOT50 44CALLAP266{X(J),Y,IER) GOTC50 46CALLAP267(X{J),YIER) GOTC50 48IER=1 CALLUSER(X(J),Y,IER) 5CIF(IER.EQ.l)GOT29 27EI=ABS(Y-FJ) ES=ABS(Y-FS) DN=AMAX1(ON,EI,ES) IF(IL-N)6,6,28
C COMPETESZ=CN*SCRT(N)A DPROBABILI Y C
PAGE
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 18"? 188 189 19C 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 2CC 201 202 203 204 2C5 2C6 207 208 209 2LC
28Z=CN*SQRT(>N) CALLSVIRN(Z,PROB) PRCB=1•O-PRCB 29RETURN END
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C C c c c c c c c c
NONE METHOD
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SUBROUTINEF EQ12 INTEGERF,FMT213 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUM,FMT2(8ISTART,I RI T1A EQUIVALENCE(N,FI{5)),MFI2)),CA (1)»E(5 INTEGERY,R16 LOGICA*1INE(105)/105*'*•17 DIPENSIONCOUNT(1CC0)I kRITE(IPRINT»A)NM15
































































CPRCGRAN(8) C1 C2 C3 CSUBROUTINEE IAL4 C5 CPURPOSE6 CAPPLIESTHSERIALST.7 C8 CUSAGE<5 CALLSERIA1C CLI SUBROUTINESE IAL12 INTEGERF,FMT213 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUN,FRT2(8)tISTARTtIPRIN14 EQUIVALENCE(N,F (5}),(M,FII2)DAA1)(G, A4 INTEGERX,V»ABLfc DIMENSIONA(5),COUNT(50,50)17 L0GICAL*1INE(105)/ C5*,={e*/18 WRITEIIPRINT»5)N,MIS 5FORMAT('CTHESERIALS'/*NUMBERCFTRAILSI •7,T32, EP2C 1TED',17,T5C,'TIMES')2 hRITElIPRINT»10)L E22 1CFORMAT('C',12CA1///)23 13J3=024 L=125 B=C26 11=227 DOICJ=1»M28 DO12=1,e25 DO12J=1»E3C 12COUNT(I,J)=C.O31 I=C32 IECALLD TA1,A,J3)3 J3=l34
FACE31
X=A!1)+L35 Y=A(2)+136 COUNT(X»Y)=CCUNT»+ .l37 1=1+138 IF(I.LE.N)GCTC1539 VvRITECPRINT,2C}AC
2CFORMAT(1THENUMB RINEA HCATEGORYS') WRITEtIPRINT»25}((COUNTJ)I=11B*8A2 25FORMAT('*15F6.1)A3 P=i/(D*D)AA V1=0A5 DO30K=1,BA6 DO30L=1»BA7 3CV1=V1+(CGUNT(K»L)**2)/PA8 V=I/N-NAS C=*D-15C WiRITE(IPRINT,AG)VC51 ACFORMAT{•THECHI-SQUAREDVAOU'»E1A.7,2*WI625DG IESOFFRE DOM')53 CALLDTR!V,C,P1DIER)5 P2=1-P155 WRITE!IP NT»5C)P2IER56 5CFORMAT!'THEPROBABILITYFAWCRSEVALUOCHI-SQUAR DIS F8.A,57 2/,'WITHERRORCCCE'I3)58 CALLAPTR(F2)59 WRITE(IPRINT»9C)LINE6C 9CFORMAT(*C•,1C5A1//)61 ICCCONTINUE62 RETURN63 ENC6A
PAGE
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C C C, C C C C c c c c c
PRCGRAN(9)
SUBROUTINEPCKER PURPOSE APPLIESTHPCKEREST. USAGE CALLPOKER SUBROUTINEPCKER INTEGERF,FMT2 COMMONFI!5)»AA{9,NUM,FMT2!8)»ISTAR IPRIN EQUIVALENCE(N,FI(5)),(LL,FI!2)),(M,FI13)),(C,AA(1)),!E,AA(A)) LOGICAL*!INE105)/105*'*'/ INTEGERSTIR I20)♦TENPC C),A(20) INTEGERR»TMPI DIMENSIONCCUNT(20) DIMENSIONP(2C) DIMENSIONJSTIRG(20) WRITE!IPRINT,1C)»ML
ICFORMAT('CTHEPCKERTES•/«HNUME ROFTRIALSS',7,T33,'TAKEN 1'I7,TA7,'ATATIMENDREPEATEC• I7,T79,'TIMES') WRITE(IPRINT,12)LINE 12FORMAT!*C',1C5A1///) 15J3=0 DO23CI1=,LL DO16J2=,M 16COUNT!J2)=C.C DO95L=I,N CALLDATA1(M,A,J3) J3=1 K=1
1 2 3 A 5 6 7
8 9
1C 11 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 15 2C 21 22 23 2A 25 26 27 28 25 30 31 32 33 3A
40I=K+1 5CIF!A(K).LT•)GCT70 6C1=+1 IF(I.LE.M)GCTC50 K=+1 IFK.LTN1)GCT40 GOT80 7CTENP1=A(K) A(K)=A(I) All)=TEMP1 GOT60 8CR=1 I=M 9CIF(A(1-1).NE.A(I))R=R+1 1=1-1 IF(I»GE.2)GCTC90 95COLNT(R)=UNT(R)+1 V1=0.0 WRITE(IP INT,2C0)
2CCFORMAT!'THENU BERINEACHCATEGCRYS') V\RITE(PRINT»240)(COUJJ,JJ=1,M) 24CFORMAT!I F6.2) CALLAPSN!M,STIRG) WRITE!IPRINT»130)M,(STIRG!I)»=1} 13CFORMAT!'S7IRGLING"SNU BERSORTHVALUE' DO170L=1,M FACT=1.0 I=C 14CFACT=(D-I)*FACT/C 1=+1 IF(I.LE.(L-l))GCTC140 170P(L)=(FACT*STIRG(L))/(C**(M-L IF(COUNT!1).G .5.0)GCTC172 P(2)=P(2)+F(1) COLNT(2)=CCLNT(2)+CCUNT(1
,T4C,'ARE',/,5I6)
PAGE
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PAGE3
C=f—27 GOT1747
172V=(COUNT(1)#*2)/P!1)72 C=M-173 174DO5L=2,N74 V1=V1+!CCUNT(L)**2)/P(L)75 175CONTINUE76 V=V1/N-N77 WRITE!IPRINT,220)V»C78 2CFORMAT(*TFECHI-SGUAR CVALUI•.E147,T42♦»WITH%F625•C G79 1EESOFFREEDOM')8C CALLCDTR!V,C,P1,X1,IER)81 P2=1-P182 WRITE(IPRINT,210)P2,IE83 21CFORMAT('TFEPROB BILITYCAW RSVALUEOCFI-SGUARECIS', 8.4/84 1'WITHERRORCODE3)85 CALLAPTRIF2)86 WRITE!IPRINT,173)LINE87 173FORMAT!'0',1C5A1//)88 23CCONTINUE85 RETURN<3C END*51
PAGE35
CPRCGRAM(IO) C1 C2 C3 CSUBROUTINEGAPA C5 CPURPOSE6 CAPPLIESTHGAPEST.7 Ce CUSAGE5 CALLG P1 C11 SUBROUTINEGAP12 INTEGERF,FMT213 COMMONFI(5)»AA(9},NUM,FMT2(8),ISTART* PRINT14 EQUIVALENCE(A,AA(5)),(B,AA(6)),(N,FI{5}),(T,FI(4)),(M,FI{2)},<G,1 1AA(4)16 INTEGERXj117 INTEGERT»R18 LOGICAL*lLINE(105)/105*'*'/15 WRITE(IPRINT,5)N,M,A,B2C 5FORMAT('CTFEGAPTEST',/»'HENUMBERCFTRIALSIS•t7, 33'REPE21 LED•»I7»T5C»'TIMES'»/»'THEGAPISBETWEEN•F5.2.T25,•ANC•fF5.2)2 VsRITE(IP INT,1C)LINE23 1CFORMAT{'C•,1C5A1///)24 DIMENSIONCOUNT(20)25 12J3=026 PD=B-A27 DO90JJ=1,M28 J=C25 T1=T+13C DO151=1»T13 15COUNT(II)=.032 20R=C33 25CALLDAT 2(1»U»J3)34
PAGE36
J3=15 IF{U.GE.A.AND.L.LT.BJGCTC306 R=+137 GOT2538
3CJ=+135 IF(R.EQ.C)GCT45 IF(R.LT.T)GCTC4 1 COUNT(T)=CNT!)+l42 GOT5043 4CCOUNT(R)=CUNT )+i4 GOTC5045 45COUNT(T+l)=0T( +I)+l6 5CIF(J.LT.N)GCT2047 WRITE!IPRINT*53)48 53FORMAT!'TEENUMB RIKEACHCATEGORYS')49 WRITE!IPRIKT,55)(COUN !I)»1=»T1)C 55F0RMAT(8F8.2)1 V1=(C0UNT(T+l)**2)/PD52 L=T-I53 DO601=,L54 P=PD*((1-PC)«*I)55 6CV1=V1+(CCUKT(I)**2)/P56 P=!1-PD)57 V1=V1+C0UNT(T)**2/P58 V=1/N-N55 C=T6 WRITE!IPRINT,70)V,C61 7CFORMAT!'THEHI-SQUARECVAUUI14.7,2'W•F51,T53»'CEGR E6 ISOFFREEDOM')63 CALLDTR!V,P1D1IER)64 P2=1-P165 WRITE!IPRINT,8C)P2,IER66 8CFORMAT!'THEP OBABILITYCFW RSEVALUHI-SQUAREIS'E14.7,T67 166,'WITHERRORC0DE'I3)8 CALLAPTR(P2)65
WRITEIIP IM,10)LINE CONTINUE RETURN END
PAGE















SUBROUTINERUNS12 INTEGERF,FMT213 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUM,FMT2(8)ISTART,IPNT14 EQUIVALENCE(N,F-15)MI2DA1,G415 DIMENSONXCCUNT(6)»B(fc),A(6,6)»C UNT(6)1 LOGICAL*1LINE(105)/105*»*V17 DATAA/4529.4,9044.9,13568.0,18091.0,22615.0,27892.0,9C44.9,18C97.1 10,2739.0,36187.,45234.0,55 9.0,13568.0,27139.0 07 1.0,5428l.C,19 267852.0,83685.0,18091.0,36187.0,542 1.0,72414.0,9 470 ,15 0.0,2 32615.0,454.0,67852.0,90470.011 262. ,3947. ,278.055 89 ,82 43685.0,111580.0,139476 0,17286 . /2 DATA3/0.1666667,0.2083333,0.09166667,0.02638889,0.005753968,0.2 1001190476/24 WRITE(IPRINT,2)N,M25
2FORMATCOTHERUNSTEST',/,*FENUME RCT AILSIS•834RP26 1ATED',6,T49•TIRES')27 IF(1(41)3,3,528

















































































25C0UNIT(6)=CCUNT!)+l GOT100 3CIF(I.GT.5)GCT5 COUNT!I)=CUNT( )+1 GOTC50 31IF(I.GT.5)GCTC2 COUNTII)=CUNT(I)+1 COUNT(1)=CUNT()+l GOTC100 32C0UNT(6)=CCU'NT(6)+1 COUNT(l)=CCUNT(1)+1 GCT100 35C0UNT!6)=CCUNT(6)+l 5CU=V J=+1 L=U+1 IF(J-N)15,36ICC 361= GCTCI21,211),KK
11CWRITE(IPRINT,120) 12CFORMAT('ERR,NCUN*6) WRITE(IP INT,125) 125FORMAT('THENUMB RINEACHCATEGCRYS') ICCWRITE!PRINT,40JCCUNT 4CFORMAT(6F1C.2) V1=0.0 DO601=1,6 6CXCCUNTU)=CCUNT(I)- *B(I) DO731=1,6 DC70J=1»6 7CV1=V1+XCCUNT(I)*XCUNT{J)A(I, ) 73CONTINUE FK=6.0
PAGE
70 71 72 74 75 76 77 76 75 8C 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 85 5C 51 52 53 94 95 56 97 98 55
ICC 101 102 1C3 104
PAGE41
W=V1/N1C5 WRITE!IPRINT,140)W,FK1C6
14CFORMAT{*THECHI-SCUAREDVALS*»E1 .7,T42•*I F'Ffc2tT541C G7 1EESOFFR EDOM')108 CALLDTR(W»FKtP»D1»IER)ICG Pl=l-Plie kRITE(IPRIM»80)PltIERH ECFORMAT{'THEPROB BILITYOFAW RSVALUECFI-SGUAREISS 8.4,/112 I,'WITHERRORCCDE'13)113 CALLAPTR(Fl)114 WRITE!IPRIMT*8)LINE115 2CCCONTINUE116 RETURN11"? END118
PAGE42






SUBROUTINECSC R12 INTEGERFI,FNT213 CONMONFI(5),AA(9),NUN,FNT2(8),ISTART,IPRINT14 EQUIVALENCE(N,FI5)!K2GA415 INTEGERR16 LOGICAL*lLINE!105)/105*'*'/17 DIMENSIONF{20),CCUNT(2C)18 DINENSIONU(4)19 NRITE(IPRINT,5)N,K2C
5FORMATCOTHEDSQUAREDTESHNU BERFT ILSIS'I7,T33,'21 IREPEATED'I7,T5C,'TINES')22 WRITEIIPRINT»1C)LI E23


















































































75FORMAT!'THECHI-SQUAREVAL EIS'E1A.7»TA2,'WITH ISCFFREEDOM') CALLCDTR(V,X,P1,X3»IER) P2=l-P1 WRITE(IPRINT,85)P2,IER 85FORMAT!'THEPROBABILITYCFAW RSEVALU 1T66,'WITHERRORCODE•13) CALLAPTR(F2) WRITE!IPRINT,10)LINE 87CONTINUE RETURN END
,F5.1,T53,'DEGREE SQUAREI ',E1A.7,
PAGE












SUBROUTINEGAPRD12 INTEGERF,FT213 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUM,FMT2(8),ISTAR ,IPRIN14 EQUIVALENCE(N,FI(5)),(C,AA(1}),(SL,AA(5)),(G,AA(4)),(P,AA[6)),(P21 1♦AA(7)6 INTEGERCOLNT(ICOC),LEN(1C 017 REALAVER!1CCC),VAR(O8 INTEGERXIS LOGICAL*1INE(105)/105*'*'/2 IF(SL.EQ.Q.C)S=0.0521 WRITE!IPRINT»5)NSL22
5FORMAT('OThEG PTESCRRANCORDIGITS',/,*HENUMB ROFTRAILS23 1IS',I8,T34,'THETESAT•,F6.4, 56,•LEVELCFSIGNIFICANCE')2 WRITE(IPRINT,10)LINE25
1CFORMAT(• •,1C5A1///)26 ID=D27 IF(P.EQ.O.C)P=1.S628 IF(P2.EQ.O.G)P2=1.64525 DO12KK=,1D3C COUNT(KK)=C31 LEN(KK)=C32 AVER(KK)=O.C33 12VAR(KK)=0.C34
PAGE46
14J3=06 K=037 DO30JJ=1,N38 CALLDATA1(1,X,J3)39 X=X+140 K=K+14i J3=142 AVER(X)=!K-COUNT!X))+AVER!X)43 VAR!X)=(K—COUNT(X))£*2+VAR(X)4^ LEN(X)=LEN(X)+l45 30COUNT(X)=K46 WRITE(IPRINT»35){AVER()*1=1,ID)VAR(J)J»I47 35FORMATI5F1G.1)48 WRITE!IPRINT,40)(LEN!I),1=1,ID)49 40FORMAT{5I7)50
CTOESTFORSIGNIFICANCEFHEME NANDTVARIAN .51 DO130J=,ID52 IF(LEN(JJ).EQ.OJGOT08653 S=D*(D-1)/LEN(JJ)54 Y1=D+P*SQRT(S)55 Y2=D-P*SQRT(S)56 AVER!JJ)=AVER(JJ)/LEN(JJ)57 VAR!JJ)=VARtJJ)/LEN!JJ)-AVER{JJ)*»258 IF!AVER!JJ).GT.Y1.0R.AVER(JJ).LT.Y2)G0TO859 WRITE!IPRINT,70)JJ,AVER!JJ),SL60 70FORMAT!*ORDIGIT'»13,T15,*THEMEANIS',F6.2»T34,'WHICHSNO 1GNIFICANTLYDIF ERENTFROMTHEXP C EDMEAN*,/,*A*, 14.7,T19,*L62 2EVELOFSIGNIFICANCE.*)63 GOT9064 86WRITE!IPRINT,87)JJ65 87FORMAT!'THEREISNOCCURRENCEFDIGIT*15,/,*ANDTHUSM AN66 1ANDTHEVARIANCEFAILESTOFSIG FICANCE')67 GOT12268 80WRITE(IPRINT,85)JJtAVER!JJ)69 85FORMAT!'ORDIGIT',1 ,'THEMEANILSSTFSIGNIFICA CEW70
PAGE47
1ITHVALUE*E14.7)71
90A=2*!LEN(JJ)-1)72 Z1=(P2*SQRT!A)+LEN(JJ)-i)*D*(D-l)73 IF(LENJ)*VAR!JJJ.GT.ZDGOTO11074 WRITE!IPRINT»100)VAR(JJ75







SUBROUTINEMAX PURPOSE APPLIESTHMAXIMUMEST. USAGE CALLMAX SUBROUTINEMAX INTEGERF»FMT2 COMMONFI(5)»AA9)fNUM»FMT2(8)»ISTART»IPRINT EQUIVALENCE(N,FI(5)),2),<T,F C3 INTEGER LOGICAL*lLINE(105)/105*»*'/ DIMENSIONV{5CC ) J=T-1 WRITEIIPRINT>5)NtM»T
5FORMAT('OTFEMAXINUNTESHUMBERCR ILSS,7,3 1EPEATED'I7,T50,'TIMES.THENUMBERINCHTRAILS* ) NRITE(6t8)LINE 8FORMAT('C',1C5A1///)





6 7 e c
1C 11 12 13 1*
-c 16 17 18 IS 2C 21 22 03 24 9E L> 26 27 28 29 3C 31 32 3 34
PAGE49












SUBROUTINENIN12 INTEGERFI,FNT213 CONNICNFI(5),AA(),NUN,FNT28ISTARTIPRI14 EQUIVALENCE(N,F5)FI2T{31 INTEGERt LCGICAL*1INE(105)/105*»*«/17 DINENSIONV(5C0)18 J-T-15
V\RITE(IPRINT,5)NN»2C
5FORMAT('OTFENININUNTESFEUNB RCFT ILSIS•,I7,T33,f21 1EPEATED'17,T5C'TINES.THENUNB RIEACHR ILIS*7)22 WRITE!IPRINT»8)LI E23 8FORMAT!»C*.1C5A1///}24
11J3=025 DO6CII=1»N26 DO1C=1,N27 CALLTA2!1,VI)J3)28 J3=125 DO1CK=1»J3 CALLDAT 2!l,U,J3)31 1CIF!V(Il.GT.U)V(I)=U32 CALLKOLNO!V,ZtPROBIER>33 WRITE!IPRINT,3C)Z»PRC8tIER34
PAGE51
3CFORMAT(*THEP OEABILITYCFSTATIS ICBEINGGREAT RH NOEQ5 1OALT 'E14.7,/,'IFHEHYPOTH SISSRUEIS'E14.7»T45»'WITHR36 2CRCODE*13)37 CALLAPTR(FRCB)36 WRITE!IPRINT»8)LNE3S 6CCONTINUE41 RETURN42 END43
PAGE
52
C C C, C C C C C C C C C
PRCGRAN(16)




1TED',17,T5C,'TINES.THENUNeERIEA HTRA LIS' 17) WRITE!IPRINT,1C)L NE
1CFORMAT(■C*,1C5A1///) 11J3=0 DO5CL=1,N K=J-1 DO30J=1,N CALLDATA2(1,V(J),J3) J3=1 DC201=1,K CALLDAT 2(1,U,J3) 2CV!J)=(+L 3CCONTINUE CALLKOLMO(V,Z,PRCB,IER) WRITE!IPRINT,40)Z»PRCB,IER
1 2 2 A 5 6 7 6
5
IC 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 IS 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3C 31 32 3 34
PAGE53
ACFORMAT('THEP OBABILITYCFSTATIST CBEINGGRE TERH NREQ35 1UALTONEI4.7,/,•IFHEHYPOTH SISSRUIS'»E.7,A5'WI HR36 2RORCODE',13)37 CALLAPTR(PRGB)36 WRITE!IPRINT,1C)LINE35 5CCONTINUEA1 RETURNA2 ENDA3
PAGE54




CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAME ERS.14 CX—INPUTSCALARFORWHICHYSOMPUTED.15 CY—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY.16 CIER—RORODETHISSNON-ZEROFA YNPUTPARAM T RS17 CVIOLATETHERU SF RSUBROUTINKCLMC.EISEZERO18 CONENTRYTOHISSUBR UTINE.19 C C c
2C 21
SUBROUTINEAP261(X,YIE )23 INTEGERFI,FMT224 COMMONFI(5)»AA(9)»NUM♦T2825 EQUIVALENCE(U»AA(6))»(S»AA(7))26 IER=C27 IF(X)3C,30,3228





C c c, c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c, c
PRCGRAH(18)
SUBROUTINEAP262 PURPOSE COMPUTESY=PROBABAILITYTHARANDOMV RIABLEWITH DISTRIBUTIONFUNCTION—(1-(1-V)**U) ISLESSTHANOREQUALOX. USAGE CALLAP262(X,Y,IER) DESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS. X—INPUTSCALARFORWHICHYSCOM UTED. Y—OUTPUTPROBABIL Y. IER—RORCODETHISSNON-ZEROFA YI PUTPA AMET S VIOLATETHERUL SF RSUBROUTINK MC.IESEZ RO ONENTRYTOHISSUBR UTINE. SUBROUTINEAP262(X,Y,IER) INTEGERF,FMT2 COMMONFI(5),AA{9),NUM,FMT2(8) EQUIVALENCE(,A6)tS7 IER=0 IF(X)30»232
3CY= .0 GOT34 32Y=1-(1-X)**U 34RETURN END
1 2 3 A
5 6 7 8 5
IC 11 12 13 L4 L5 16 17 18 19 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3C 31 32 33
PAGE
56
C C C, c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c, c
PR0GRAMQ9 ARANDOMV RIABLEWITH 0<V<1 I<V<2
3C 32 34
SUBROUTINEAP263 PURPOSE COMPUTESY=PRCBABAILITYTH THEFOLLOWINGDISTRIBUT ON-- V V-2*(V-1) ISLESSTHANCREQUALCX. USAGE CALLAP263(X,Y,IER) DESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS. X—INPUTSCALARFORWHICHYCOMPUTED. Y—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY. IER—E RCRCCDETHISSNON-ZEROFA YI PUTPARAMETERS VIOLATETHERU SFCRSUBROUTINEKCLMO.IERSEZ R ONENTRYTOHISSUBROUTINE. SUBROUTINEAP263{X,YIE ) INTEGERFI,FMT2 IF(X-1.0)3C,30,32 Y=(X**2)/2.0 GOT34 Y=1.C-((2.C-X)**2)/2.0 RETURN END
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 5
1C 1I 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 15 2C 21 22 23 2A 25 26 27 28 25 3C 31 32
FACE
57
C C C, C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c, c
PROGRAM(20)
SUBROUTINEAP264 PURPOSE COMPUTESY=PRCBABAILITYTHATRANDOMV RI BLEW TH THEFOLLOWINGDISTRIBUTION— (V**2)/20<V<1 (V**2-3!HV-l)^2}/21<V< (V**2-3*(V-I)**2+3>MV-2)* 2)2< <3 ISLESSTHANOREQUALCX. USAGE CALLAP264(X»YIER) if DESCRIPTIONOFPARAME ERS. X—INPITSCALARFORWHICHYSCOM UTED. Y—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY. IER—RORCODETHISSNCN-ZE CFA YINPUTPARAMET RS VIOLATETHERU SF RSUBROU INEKC MO.IESEZ R ONENTRYTOHISSUBR UTINE. SUBROUTINEAP264(X,Y,IER) IER=0 IF(X-1.0)3C,30»32
3CY=(X**3)/6.0 GOT38 32IF(X-2.0)34t34,36 34Y={(X**3)/3.0-(X-1.0)**3)/2.0 GOT38 36Y=((X**3)/3.C-{X-i.0)**3+{X-2.0)**3/20
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 5





C C C, C C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c, c
PRCGRAM121)
SUBROUTINEAP265 PURPOSE COMPUTESY=PROBABAILITYTHATARANDOMV RI BLEWI H THEFOLLOWINGDISTRIBUTION— {V**3)/6CCVCI (V**3-4*(V-1)**3)/6I<<2 (v**3-4*1V-l)**3+6*(V-2)**3)/62<V<3 (V**3-4*(V—1)**3+6*(V-2)**3-4*(V-3)**3)/63<V< ISLESSTHANOREQUALCX. USAGE CALLAP265(X»Y»IER) DESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS. X—INPUTSCALARFORWHICHYCOM UTED. Y—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY. IER—RORCODETHISSNCN-ZERCFA YI PUTPARAMETE S VIOLATETHERU SFCRSUBROUTINKCLMC.EISEZERO ONENTRYTOHISSUBR UTINE. SUBROUTINEAP265{X,Y,IER) IER=C IF(X-l.O)3C,30,32
3CY=({X**4)/24.0 GOT42 32IF(X-2.0)34,34,36 34Y=((X**4)/4.0-(X-I.0)**4)/6.0 GOT42
1 2 3 4 E 6 7 8 5
1C 11 12 13 14
1G 16 17 18 19 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3C 31 32 33 34
36IF(X-3.0)36»38,40 36Y={(X**4)/4.C-{X-1.0)**4+1.5*(X-2.0)**4)/6.0 GOT42 4CY=((X**4)/4.0-(X-1.0)**4+1.5*{X-2.0)**4-(X-3.0}**4) 6 42RETURN END
PAGE
35 36 37 38 39 40
PAGE61
CPROGRAM(22) C1 C2 C3 CSUBROUTINEAP266 C C G
5
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C C c. c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c, c
PRCGRAMJ23)
SUBROUTINEAP267 PURPOSE COMPUTESY=PROBABAILITYH TARANDOMV RIABLEW TH THEFOLLOWINGDISTRIBUTION— (V**5)/12CC<V<1 (V**5-6*(V-I)**5)/1201<<2 (v**5-64{V-I)**5+15*(V-2)**5)/1202CVC3 {V**5-6*(V-l)**5+15*(V-2)**5-20*(V-3)**5)/ C3< <A (V**5-6*(V-I)**5+15*(V-2)**5-20*(V-3)**5+15*(V-A)**5 /120A<V5 <V**5-6*(V-l)**5+15*(V-2)**5-20*(V-3)**5+15*{V-A)**5- 6#{V-5)**5)/120< ISLESSTHANOREQUALOX. USAGE CALLAP267(X,Y,IER) DESCRIPTIONOFPARAME ERS. X—INPUTSCALARFORWHICHYSCOM UTED. Y—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY. IER—E RORCODETHISSNON-ZERCFA YPUTPA AMETE S VIOLATETHERU SF RSUBROUTINEKC MO.IESEZ R ONENTRYTOHISSUBR UTINE. SUBROUTINEAP267(X,Y,IER)
IER=0 IF(X-1.0)30,30,32
3DY=(IX**6)/6.0)7120.0
1 2 3 A C 6 7 8 9
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CPRCGRAN(2A) C C c CSUBROUTINESER C CPURPOSE CTHISISADUMMYSUBROUTINE. C CUSAGE CALLUSER(X»YfIER) C CDESCRIPTIONFPARAME ERS. CX—INPUTSCALARFOWHICHYSCOMP TED. CY—OUTPUTPRCBABILTY. CIER—E RORODETHISSNCN-ZE CFA Y CVICLATETHERU ESFORSUBROUTINEK MC CBEFOREENTERINGTH SSUBR UTINE. C C C SUBROUTINEUSER(X,Y,IE ) RETURN END
INPUTPARAMETERS IERSSETTOONE
PAGE
1 2 3 A
e;
6 7 8 9
1C LI 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 19 2C 21 22 23
PAGE66
CPRCGRAMI25) C1 C2 C3 CSUBROUTINEREAD14 C5 CPURPOSE6 CTHISADUMMYSUBROUTINE,CALLEDF OUBR UTINEA1.7 C8 CUSAGE9 CALLREAD1IM,K,LL)IC CII CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS.12 CM—INPUTSCALAR.THENUMBFINTEGE SREQUESTEC.13 CK—OUTPUTARRAYN MBERS14 CLL—=CIFFIRSTATAL15 C=1OTHERWISE16 C17 C18 C19 SUBROUTINEREAO1(M,K,LL)2C RETURN21 ENC22
PAGE67
CPRCGRAM(26) C1 C2 C3 CA CSUBROUTINEREAC25 C6 CPURPOSE7 CTHISAURRYSUBRCUTINE»CALLECF CPUBROUTINEA A2.8 C9 CUSAGEIC CALLREAD2(M,V,LL)II C12 CDESCRIPTIONFPARAME ERS.13 CM—INPUTSCALAR.THENUMBEFREALRSEQUEST D.14 CV—OUTPUTARRAYN MBERS15 CLL—=CIFFIRSTATAL16 C=1OTHERWISE7 C18 C.....19 C2C SUBROUTINEREAD2(M,V,LL)21 RETURN22 END23
CPROGRAM(27) C c c CSUBROUTINEAA C C CPURPOSE COBTAINSMINTEGER C CUSAGE CALLD TA1(M,K,LL) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAME ERS. CMl—INPUTSCALAR.THENUMBOFTEGE SREQUESTED CK—OUTPUTARRAYN MBERS CLL—=CIFFIRSTDATAL C=1OTHERWISE C C c SUBROUTINEDATA1(M,K,LL) INTEGERF»FM2 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUM,FMT2(8),START COMMONIPRNT»IRED,JREC EQUIVALENCE(C,1)X8 DIMENSIONL(82),K(1) IF(D.EQ.O.C)D=I.G IF(E.EQ.O.C)GCT2 NOS=E GOT4 2NOS=I 4IF(LL.NE.O)GCT5 L=I N=1
PAGE
1 2 3 4 fc 7 8 5
1C 11 12 13 1A 15 16 17 18 19 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 25 3C 31 32 33 34
5JJ=X+1 GOTO(6»20,3565,90),JJ 6DO15J=1,N IF{N.NE.1)GOTO10 READ(IRED)(UCI),1=1,82)
1CK(J)=0*U(L) L=+NCS IF(L.LE.82JGCTO1 L=-82 N=1 GOT15 12N=C 15CONTINUE GOT100 2CDO30J=1»N IF(N.NE.1)GOTO22 READ(ID)(U),1=1,82) 22K(J)=U(L) L=+NOS IF(L.LE.82)G0TO25 L=-82 N=1 GOT30 25N=C 3CCONTINUE GOT100 35DO60J=1»N IF(N.NE.1)GOTO50 ACREAD(JRED,FNT2)(UI),1=1,NUN1 IF(L.LE.NUN)GGTO50 L=L-NUP GOTA 5CK(J)=D*U(L) L=L+NOS IF(L.LE.NUN)GCTC55
PAGE
35 36 37 38 39 AC A1 A2 A3 AA A5 46 A7 A8 45 5C 51 52 53 54 56 57 58 59 6C 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
L=L-NUM N=1 GOT60
5N=C 6CCONTINUE GOT100 65008J=1»N IF(N.NE.1)GOTO75 7CREADlJRED,FKT2)(U(I)»I=1.NUM) IF(L.LE.NUMGCTO75 L=-NUM GOT70 75K(J)=U(LI L=+NCS IF(L.LE.NUP)GCTC80 L=-NUH N=1 GOT85 80N=C e5CONTINUE GOTC100 5CCALLREAD1(N»KL) ICCRETURN END
PAGE
7C 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 8C 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 85 9C 91 92 93
PAGE71




CUSAGE1C CALLAT 2(M,V, L)II
12
CDESCRIPTIONFPARAMETERS.13 CM—INPUTSCALAR.THENUMBFREALBERSEQUEST D.14 CV—UTPUTARRAYN MBERS15 CLL—=IFFIRSTATAL16 C=1OTHERWISE17 C18 C...19 C2C SUBROUTINEDAT2(M,V,L)21 INTEGERFtFMT222 COMMONFI(5),AA{9),NUN,FMT2(8}tISR23 COMMONIPRINT»IREDfJREC24 EQUIVALENCE{D,A{1)),(E A(4)♦X825 DIMENSIONU{82),V(1)26 IF(D.EQ.0.C)D=1.C27 IF(E.EQ.O.C)GCT28 NOS=E25 GOT43C 2NOS=131 4IFILL.NE.03G0TO532 L=133 N=134
5JJ=X+1 GOTO{6»20,35,65,90)JJ 6DO15J=1,N IF(N.NE.1)GCTO10 READ(ID)(0(1),1=1,82)
10V(J)=D*U(L) L=+NCS IF(L.LE.82)GCTO12 L=-82 N=1 GOT15 12N=C 15CONTINUE GOT100 20DO3J=1,N IF(N.NE.1)GCTO22 READID)(0(1),1=1,82 22V(J)=U(L) L=+NCS IF(L.LE.82)GCTO25 L=-82 N=1 GCTO30 25N=C 30CONTINUE GOTIC 35DO60J=l,* IF(N.NE.1)GCTC50 80READ(JRED,FNT2)(U(I)1=1,NUN) IF(L.LE.NUN)GCTC50 L=L-NUM GOT80 50V(J)=D*U(L) L=+NCS IF(L.LE.NUMGCTC55
PAGE
35 36 37 38 35 80 81 82 83 88 85 86 87 88 85 50 51 52 53 58 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 68 65 66 67 68 69
L=-NUN N=1 GOT60
55N=C 6CCONTINUE GOTC100 65DO8J=1»N IF(N.NE.)GOTC75 7CREADlJRED,FNT2)(UII)»I=L»NUM) IF(L.LE.NUN)GOTC75 L=-NUM GOT70 75V(J)=U(L) L=+NCS IF(L.LE.NUN)GCTO80 L=-NUM N=1 GOT85 8CN= 85CONTINUE GOTC100 9CCALLREAD2(N,V,LL) ICCRETURN END
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CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS.12 CIN—NPUTVECTOR.SEITHEBLANKORCO TAINSAF RMA13 CSTATEMENT.14 CSWITCH--STANDARDFORM T.15 C=0.0THEN(414,110,5F5.1,2F9.4,2F5)lfc C=1.0THEN(5E14 7)17 C18 C...19 C20 SUBROUTINEGETFMT(IN,SWITCH,FMT)21 INTEGERF1,FMT222 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUM,FMT2(8)23 INTEGERS(1),FMT24 INTEGER*46(8)/8*'*/,STAND1(7)/•(414•,•,110•,',5F5»,•.1,2•,■F925 1.4,t',2F5,»,.l)'/fSTANC2( )/'(5El' '4.7)'/26 IF(SWITCH.NE.O.OJGOTO5027 DO10J=1»828 IF( N(J).NE.B(J))GOT3029 10CONTINUE3C DO20J=1,73 20FMT(JJ)=STAND1(JJ)32 GOT7033 30DO4J=1,S4
ACFHT(J)=1N(J) GOT70 5CDO60J=1,S IF(IN(J).NE.BIJ))GCTC30 6CCONTINUE DO65JJ=1,2 65FMT(JJ)=STAND2(JJ) NUf=5 7CRETURN END
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CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS.1 CK—INPUTSCALAR,NUMBEROFDIGITSFORWHICHST RLI GNUMBE CAREREQUIR D.12 CIS—OUTPUTVECTORFSTIRLINGSNUMBERS.13 C14 C15 C11 SUBROUTINEAPSN(K. S)17 DIMENSIONIS120),JTEMP(20)»JS(20)18 IS(1)=1I DO20J=2,2C2C 2CIS(J=021 DO50J=2»K22 DO30L=2,J23 30JTEMP(L)=ISCL-l)+IStL)«L24 DO40M=2iJ25 4CIS(M)=JTEMP(M)26 50CONTINUE27 RETURN28 END29
PAGE77
CPRCGRAN(31) C1 C2 C3 CSUBROUTINEAPTR(B) C5 CPURPOSE6 CTESTFORDEGREEOFRANCCNNESS.7 C3 CUSAGE9 CALLAPTR(B)1C CB1L CDESCRIPTIONFPARAME ERS12 CB-PRCBILITYFAWCRSEVALUCFI-SCUAR .13 C14 C15 CIt SUBROUTINEAPTR(B)17 COMMONFI(5),AA(9),NUN,FNT2(8),1STRT,IPRI T175 8CRETURN
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